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Foreword
You’re no doubt wondering why a man would write a curriculum for
women who have suffered sexual abuse or sexual assault. For me, it
began over 35 years ago when my wife and I left our two young children in the care of two male babysitters who were teenage brothers
at the time. We returned home that night, I paid the babysitters and
took them home. But when I got home, my wife and two young children were still awake and deep in a serious conversation.
That night we discovered that these two teen boys had sexually
molested our little girl. I was extremely angry, incredulous (for these
were the sons of one my co-workers whom I knew and trusted) and
I had overwhelming feelings of hurt on behalf of our four-year-old
daughter. Even back then, I wondered how this trauma would impact her life.
Despite the lateness of the hour, I immediately called my co-worker,
the father of the two boys, and told him I had to speak with him
face-to-face urgently. I drove back across town and met with the
boys’ dad in my car, describing to him what his boys had done. He
was a man of honor, he believed me, and was ashamed and horrified by his boys’ behavior.
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He called his boys to face me and I asked them whether they had
molested my daughter. Knowing they had been caught, they admitted their guilt. Their dad then imposed disciplinary consequences on
them and I told them that we could no longer trust them as babysitters or in other situations with our children.
Added to our personal story, having served as a pastor for 25 years,
I’ve listened to the stories of many women and men who have suffered sexual abuse or assault. As a husband, father and grandfather,
my heart goes out especially to women who have been abused and
victimized in this way.
Since its inception, I’ve served on the board of directors for both
AbAnon (Abortion Anonymous) and SAVAnon (Sexually Abused
Victims Anonymous). As a professional writer, I was asked to write
the curriculum for SAVAnon. In the process, I interviewed the women whose stories are included in this book. I wept as each of them
shared the pain of their experiences.
I’ve been married to the same woman, Linda, for over 40 years. We
have three children, lost a fourth through miscarriage, and have ten
wonderful grandchildren. I am passionate about helping women and
men who have suffered sexual abuse or assault on their journey toward healing.
Despite all I’ve shared above, you might still find me an unlikely candidate to write a curriculum such as this, so I must humbly request
your understanding. Also, I could not have written this curriculum
without the help of the women whose stories are recorded in this
work. In addition, Cindy Crawford, Laurel Bahr, and Lisa Cinq-Mars
spent many hours poring over this curriculum to ensure its relevance and effectiveness for women like them who have experienced sexual abuse.
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Because this curriculum is the joint work of these women and me, in
many cases I’ve chosen to identify with you using the plural personal
pronoun “we.” Please accept my attempt to draw myself into your
experience in this way.
We invite you to fully enter into this curriculum and the eight sessions
you’ll spend with other women like yourself. All sessions are gender-specific. I’m sure you’ll meet some wonderful people and make
some life-long friends in your SAVAnon group.
Our hope and desire is that you will experience a good measure of
healing and new-found hope through this curriculum!
— Rob Fischer, September 2018
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Introduction for
Facilitators
Welcome to the Sexual Abuse Victims Anonymous (SAVAnon) curriculum. Thank you for volunteering to serve as a facilitator for a SAVAnon
group. We believe that your personal story and interaction with the
women in your small group will have a profound impact in their lives
and beyond. As you embark on this experience, we are praying for
your protection and for God’s favor and wisdom as you lead.

YOUR ROLE AS A FACILITATOR
Please view your role as that of a facilitator rather than a teacher or
counselor. Your primary goal is to help facilitate the healing of sexually abused women. Skills of a good facilitator include:
• Leading by example and sharing transparently
• Extending genuine empathy and trust
• Building a safe environment
• Getting others to open up and speak as soon as
possible
• Asking great, open-ended questions
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• Listening intently
• Managing group dynamics
• Keeping the group on task
• Managing time
• Being “all there”
To a great extent, we have tried to design the curriculum in such a
way that makes it easy for you to follow through with those facilitation skills. Below are some warning signs to watch for that may indicate that you’ve slipped from facilitating into teaching or counseling.
Please try to avoid these:
• Talking too much
• Lecturing, preaching, or instructing
• Correcting or shutting down a participant
• Advising participants
• Assuming that your experience should be theirs
• Losing control of the group
• Asking leading or closed-ended questions
• Trying to “fix” people
We want facilitators to build relationships with their group participants. At times this requires conversations outside of the group
meetings. However, experience has taught us that it’s best for facilitators not to meet regularly with participants outside the group until
it has ended otherwise it is liable to damage the trust factor in the
group which is so vital to its success..
Again, we’ve attempted to design the curriculum to help you avoid
the pitfalls above, so please follow the curriculum to the fullest
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extent possible. Because you are representing SAVAnon, we trust you
to conduct yourself and each of the sessions according to the curriculum and guidelines we’ve provided.
Also, you may be co-facilitating with another woman. If so, learn to
work together humbly and harmoniously. Never contradict one another or usurp one another’s authority as facilitator. Nothing will destroy
the trust in a group faster. Instead, pray together before each session,
support one another and trust each other. Allow the Holy Spirit to use
both of you in the special areas of your gifting and experience.
Finally, in the course of the 8 weeks, participants will read the stories
of women who were not only sexually abused but also experienced
an abortion. Sexual abuse and abortion are often linked together.
However, a woman may not recognize her need for healing from an
abortion until she reads about it in the SAVAnon curriculum. Please
be prepared to empathize with them and point them toward an
AbAnon group.

HOW TO USE THIS FACILITATOR GUIDE
In order to facilitate the SAVAnon curriculum, you will only need the
Facilitator Guide. Everything contained in the Participant Manual is
also in this Facilitator Guide.
• Use the Facilitator Guide to lead you through the
agenda for each session.
• Text for you to read is presented as normal text that
may sometimes be bolded for emphasis.
• Text in bold italics is intended as instructions for you
and should not be read aloud to your group.
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PREPARATION
• Read Session One ahead of time so you’re familiar
with it
• Pray beforehand for God’s presence, power, and
work in the lives of the women
Start the first session here:
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WELCOME
and 		
will be
your facilitators for the next eight weeks. You are very courageous for
taking this step toward processing the sexual abuse or sexual assault
that you’ve experienced. We’re glad you’re here.

INTRODUCTIONS
(Facilitators, lead and model this. Be careful NOT to share your
abuse story at this time.)
• Name
• Whatever you’d like to share with us briefly to help us
get to know you
• What would you like to take away from your experience
over the next eight weeks?

OVER THE NEXT EIGHT WEEKS, WE WILL TALK ABOUT
• Your story of sexual abuse or assault
• How those experiences may have affected you
• Ways you may have coped with the abuse or assault
• Your relationships
• Common emotions and reactions surrounding sexual
abuse and sexual assault
• God & faith
• Healing & forgiveness
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ESTABLISH GROUP NORMS
Facilitator Note: If you brainstorm norms with your group, be sure
to read through the essential list below before moving on to the
Introduction.
We like to establish group norms or ground rules by which we agree
to conduct our meetings together. This way we all have the same expectations and can get the most from this experience. Some group
norms we see as essential are:
• Keep confidences—What we say here stays here. We
pledge to keep confidences and ask the same of each
member of the group.
• Be present and ready—Attend all the sessions (except
in an emergency). Your presence here is not only
important for you, but for the other participants as
well. Being present includes keeping up with the light
reading or homework between sessions.
• Be respectful—We agree to respect each other:
our individual situations, our ethnicity, our faiths,
the choices we’ve made, the things we may say, and
how we each process the sexual abuse or assault we
experienced.
• Function as a team—We agree to function as a team:
no one dominates the conversation; we listen to each
other; we’re here to assist, encourage and care for
each other.
• Be humble—We’re not here to judge or fix each other.
Sometimes the way we suppress our own need is by
comparing ourselves to someone else or trying to fix
them. Also, don’t compare your experiences with those
— 19 —
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of the other women in your group. Let each woman’s
experience stand on its own.
• Believe and trust one another—Some of the
experiences shared in the curriculum and in our group
may sound too horrible or too weird to be true. All the
stories printed in this curriculum are factual.
• “Check-ins”—Allowing each other to check-in and
ensure we’re okay through any pain the healing
process may prompt.
• No “over-sharing hangovers”—promise not to regret
what we’ve shared with each other.
• Always end on a positive note.
• What else would you like to set down as a group
norm?

INTRODUCTION – VICTIMS NO MORE
Facilitator Note: Read aloud to participants:
Welcome! We are so glad you’ve chosen to join us for this eight-week
experience designed to help you heal from the sexual abuse that you
have experienced. We are so sorry for what was done to you and for
the pain and suffering you’ve gone through as a result of the abuse.
We want to provide a safe, caring environment as you participate
with this small group of women.
All the facilitators or group leaders come with their own stories of sexual abuse or assault and are in various stages of healing. Your facilitators
are volunteers and do not receive payment for leading a group.
We recognize that although there are some basic issues that we all
experience, or need to face, each woman processes her experiences
of sexual abuse in a different way. Some express the need for healing
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and others do not. We also recognize that your story is unique. But
we know we can learn from each other and help each other through
the things we’ve experienced as we share with each other.
Whatever it is you seek in response to the sexual abuse or assault that
you experienced, some sort of change is inevitable. Change can be
difficult and scary but necessary if we want to experience different
outcomes than we’re currently experiencing. Please avail yourself of
every method and opportunity that we provide to help facilitate your
desired change.
As a legal entity, SAVAnon is an affiliation of Abortion Anonymous,
Inc. (AbAnon), an independent organization, unaffiliated with any
particular organized religion, denomination or faith. SAVAnon exists
to provide awareness regarding the serious harm caused by sexual
abuse and offers a path to healing for those who have been abused.
Anyone, regardless of their religious beliefs, faith or lack thereof,
who has experienced sexual abuse or assault, is welcome to our gender-specific programs.
However, like so many organizations, universities and businesses,
AbAnon and SAVAnon were built on the foundation and operate under Judeo-Christian values. We freely acknowledge that part of our
eight-week program involves discussion about God, faith and forgiveness. Sexual abuse and assault impact the whole person: physically, emotionally, mentally, relationally, and spiritually. Thousands of
people have found change and healing through faith and SAVAnon
would be remiss in our responsibility if we failed to include God and
faith in our curriculum. However, in order to make every participant
feel welcome and comfortable regardless of their beliefs, our meetings will not include group prayer.
Some of what we’ll be discussing together will be inherently difficult
to discuss, but remember, you’re not alone, we’re all in this together.
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Also, please be aware that as you read the women’s stories of abuse
contained in this manual and as you hear each other’s stories, these
may churn up old or repressed memories. You may find this experience very painful and distasteful, but some pain is necessary for healing. So please continue with us and share with us what you’re feeling
as you are able.

DISCLAIMER
We recognize that every person is different and your situations
unique. Working through issues surrounding the sexual abuse or
assault that you experienced usually occurs in layers over time. Our
sincere hope is that you will experience some measure of healing
through this 8-week experience.
Our facilitators and co-facilitators are not professional counselors
or life coaches. They are volunteers with their own stories of sexual
abuse or assault and have experienced significant healing from those
experiences. The facilitators are passionate about providing a safe,
supportive environment for you.
Any profits from the sale of the Participant Manuals go to cover the
cost of printing, shipping and the support and expansion of SAVAnon.
Sexually Abused Victims Anonymous is a registered, 501c3 not-forprofit organization and is financed primarily through the generous
contributions of donors.
If you have recently experienced sexual abuse or assault and have
not yet reported it, please contact your local police department or
other appropriate agency. The person who sexually abused you may
be abusing others too.
If you are actively harming yourself or having suicidal thoughts,
please seek the help of a professional counselor immediately. We can
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discretely help you locate a counselor if you like. This workshop is not
intended to replace professional counseling or therapy.

HOW THE PARTICIPANT MANUAL WORKS
Each week or chapter has pre-work that you will complete prior to
the next session. For instance, if you turn to Session Two in your
Participant Manual, you’ll see that it begins with Jenny’s Story, followed by some discussion questions and then a short reading.
Most of the chapters also contain projects. Please do this homework
early in the week so that you’re not scrambling at the last minute to
finish. Take your time and seek to gain all you can from this experience. The more you invest, the more you’ll take away.

SEXUAL ABUSE AND SEXUAL ASSAULT
Facilitator Note: Ask group participants to take turns reading the remaining sections in this Session aloud. Suggest that each participant
read one paragraph. Participants may indicate they don’t want to
read aloud by saying “Pass” when it is their turn.
We are here to acknowledge and empathize with you as you process
the sexual abuse or assault that you experienced. You are not alone.
“According to childtrauma.org, in the U.S. one out of three females
and one out of five males have been victims of sexual abuse before
the age of 18 years.”1 And in some parts of the country, these rates are
much higher.
In fact, RAINN (Rape, Abuse and Incest National Network) indicates
that “Every eight minutes, a child is sexually assaulted in the U.S.,2 and
93 percent know the perpetrator.3 Many perpetrators of sexual abuse
are in a position of trust or responsible for the child’s care, such as a
family member, teacher, clergy member, or coach.”4
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“From 2009-2013, Child Protective Services agencies substantiated,
or found strong evidence to indicate that 63,000 children a year were
victims of sexual abuse.”5 While these numbers are staggering, they
don’t begin to tell the sad stories of these little ones whose childhood has been ripped from them.
On average, 321,500 people experience rape or sexual assault each
year in the U.S.6 Nine out of ten of those victims are females. This
translates to one out of every six American women who have experienced rape or attempted rape in her lifetime.7 Again, these numbers
are shocking and such violence should never occur.

SEXUAL ABUSE/ASSAULT DEFINED
“Sexual abuse/assault is any form of sexual violence, including rape,
child molestation, incest, and similar forms of non-consensual sexual
contact. Most sexual abuse experts agree sexual abuse is never only
about sex. Instead, it is often an attempt to gain power over others.”8
Child sexual abuse is not confined solely to sexual intercourse but extends to fondling, inappropriate touching, sexual display or inappropriate sexual comments in front of a child, or photographic exploitation of a child. Voyeurism, or watching a child undress or shower also
constitutes sexual abuse.
Sexual abuse of children is all-too common in the US:9
• 44% of all sexual abuse/assault victims are under the
age of 18
• Most child sexual abuse occurs between the ages of 7
and 13
• 20% of children who experience sexual abuse are
under the age of 8
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• Up to 93% of sexually abused children know their
attackers well and over one third are family members
• Most child sexual abuse does not get reported until
years afterward, if ever

SEXUAL EXPLOITATION
Sexual exploitation refers to the sexual abuse of children or minors
involving the exchange of sex or sexual acts for drugs, food, shelter,
money, protection, or other basics of life. Sexual exploitation includes
involving children or youth in creating pornographic and sexually explicit websites.10
Childhood sexual abuse, sexual assault and sexual exploitation all
constitute abuse. Therefore, for the sake of brevity we will use the
general term “sexual abuse” throughout the remainder of this manual.

THE TRAUMA OF SEXUAL ABUSE
When a child experiences sexual abuse, they may not immediately
understand what is happening to them. Feelings of shame and fear
may prevent them from telling someone they trust what happened
to them. Often, if they do tell an adult, they may not believe the child
or in some cases, simply dismiss the abuse due to their own fear or
other reasons, however flimsy they may be. A child may also feel a
tremendous sense of loss, which they cannot properly account for.
Victims of sexual abuse often express feeling violated and that their
bodies no longer belong to them. Victims often report feeling shame,
terror, and guilt, blaming themselves for the abuse. Sexual abuse may
have also left the victim injured physically.
Sexual abuse causes lifelong damage to the individual with symptoms that are varied and universally common. Victims feel a deep
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sense of sexual shame, depression, anxiety, worthlessness, guilt, and
difficulties with careers and relationships.11
Many victims of sexual abuse or sexual assault experience feelings of:
• Anxiety and panic attacks
• Despair
• Guilt
• Shame
• That something is fundamentally wrong with them
• Personal responsibility for the abuse or assault
• Fear
• Worthlessness, unworthiness, or dirtiness
• Difficulties with intimacy and trust
• Anger
• Personality disruptions
• Attachment issues
• Sexual dysfunction and fertility issues
• Chronic pain
If not dealt with, the trauma associated with sexual abuse can result
in PTSD (Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder), depression and anxiety that
could last a lifetime.12 Some of the possible symptoms of PTSD resulting from child abuse include:13, 14
• Suicidal tendencies
• Withdrawal from and mistrust or fear of adults and
authority figures
• Hypersexuality and promiscuity
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• Avoidance of sex and physical touch
• Problems with sleep or fear of going to bed
• Nightmares and/or flashbacks
• Self-harm
• Addictions to drugs, alcohol, or food
• Unusual sexual behavior
• Lesbian lifestyle
• Prostitution
• Depression
• Sexually abusing other children (35% of child sexual
abusers were abused themselves as children.)
• Phantom pain

REPRESSED MEMORIES, DISSOCIATION AND
SEXUAL ABUSE
Dr. Jim Hopper is a clinical psychologist with expertise in psychological trauma due to child abuse and sexual assault. Dr. Hopper explains
that it is common for those who were sexually abused as children “to
go for many years, even decades, without having (recognizable or
explicit) memories of the abuse.”15 They may experience emotional or
physiological responses triggered by something associated with the
abuse, but they may not comprehend why.
With instances of childhood sexual abuse, a child’s brain often represses the memory of the trauma as a defense mechanism that allows the child to continue to function despite the abuse.
Dissociation is another defense mechanism in which the trauma was
so horrific that the brain assigns those incidents to alter-personalities so that the individual may continue to function on some level
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of normalcy. Although some of the women’s stories in this manual
refer to repression or dissociation, these issues may require further
assistance from a trained therapist who is proficient in those areas.

WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE?
Some of you may be thinking, “I’ve been trying to put my sexual
abuse behind me for years. Why would I want to revisit that experience again? I just want to put it behind me and forget about it.”
Others may be processing their abuse in a different way that’s difficult to describe at this time. That’s okay.
In the following seven weeks of Victims No More, we want to join with
you in processing the pain of your experience. We’ll provide you with
tools and strategies for doing so. We want to help you find answers,
support you, and offer you hope. Many women find tremendous relief in discovering they are not alone, and that healing and regaining
their dignity and love for life is possible.

FACILITATOR STORY
1.

How did you feel about your facilitator’s story?

2.

In what ways did you find it helpful?
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CLOSING
Read the following information that is not contained in the
Participant Manual:
1.

Each week at the end of our session, we want to end
on a positive note. Some of you might be thinking
right now, “This was really hard!” Or, “I didn’t want to
come.” So, where is all the hope in this? Why are we
doing this? How can we end tonight in a positive way?

2.

Is there anything else you’d like to bring up to the
group tonight?

3.

In what ways can we support you this week?

LOGISTICS
We’ll meet here each week for seven more weeks at

(time).

PREPARE FOR THE NEXT SESSION
Please complete the following tasks outlined below before our next
session. This exercise is for your eyes only, so be completely honest
with yourself.
1.

Self-assessment. Please take a few minutes and
go over the two lists of symptoms found in this
chapter. Check any of those symptoms that you have
experienced in the past or are experiencing now.
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2.

Please read Session Two: Jenny’s story and the
Healing Action. Respond to the corresponding
questions. We will discuss your responses during our
group meeting next week.

For a list of helpful resources including 24/7 hotlines visit:
www.savanon/resources.org.
Thank you for coming!

Session Two
The real freedom we seek is often found in the vulnerability of the
secrets we least desire to talk about.
– Lee Hudson

WELCOME
Facilitator Note: Welcome participants back and lead discussion
reviewing group norms. To the extent possible, let the participants
state these.
• Keep confidences—What we say here stays here. We
pledge to keep confidences and ask the same of each
member of the group.
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• Be present and ready—Attend all the sessions (except
in an emergency). Your presence here is not only
important for you, but for the other participants as
well. Being present includes keeping up with the light
reading or homework between sessions.
• Be respectful—We agree to respect each other:
our individual situations, our ethnicity, our faiths,
the choices we’ve made, the things we may say, and
how we each process the sexual abuse or assault we
experienced.
• Function as a team—We agree to function as a team: no
one dominates the conversation; we listen to each other;
we’re here to assist, encourage and care for each other
• Be humble—We’re not here to judge or fix each other.
Sometimes the way we suppress our own need is by
comparing ourselves to someone else or trying to fix
them. Also, don’t compare your experiences with those
of the other women in your group. Let each woman’s
experience stand on its own.
• Believe and trust one another—Some of the
experiences shared in the curriculum and in our group
may sound too horrible or too weird to be true. All the
stories printed in this curriculum are factual.
• “Check-ins”—Allowing each other to check-in and
ensure we’re okay through any pain the healing
process may prompt.
• No “over-sharing hangovers”—promise not to regret
what we’ve shared with each other.
• Always end on a positive note.
• What else?
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JENNY’S STORY
Please read the following true story and reflect on the questions
that follow.
My mom lived a wild life. She spent a night with a man she met on a bus
and I was the product of that union. So, my biological father wasn’t in the
picture at all while I was growing up. I didn’t even know who he was until
many years later. So, I was raised by my mom and her boyfriend, Ted.
Ted began abusing me physically when I was two or three. Back then,
he would beat me—often just for doing the things a toddler does, like
dirtying my pants. One time, he beat me in a public bathroom at a gas
station. Witnesses reported him. The police found out this wasn’t the only
time and he went to jail. Mom was pregnant with my younger brother at
the time.
Ted spent his time in jail and obediently attended anger-management
classes. So, when he got out of jail, Mom was convinced that he had
changed. She wanted their relationship to work, so she took him back.
(They eventually married when I was about 12 years old.)
My older brother, Daniel, was only 15 at the time, but he had left home
and had gone to live with my mom’s brother (my uncle) and his family.
Years later, I found out that Daniel had moved out because he couldn’t
stand to see Ted beat me. Ted was a big guy and my brother felt bad he
couldn’t protect me.
Due to the violence and other issues at home, the state had threatened
my mom numerous times that she could lose custody of her kids. My uncle and aunt offered to take us in, but I and my younger brother stayed
at home with Mom. When Ted came back home after jail, his parole forbade him to discipline me, but Ted devised other ways to abuse me.
My earliest memory of Ted sexually abusing me was when I was six. And
for the next seven years, Ted sexually violated me in more ways and
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encounters than I could count. He did unspeakable things to me and
made me participate in sexual acts that left me feeling dirty, soiled and
ashamed.
I was deathly afraid of him. He was a master manipulator. He snuck
around doing all this behind my mom’s back. She knew nothing of it. His
mind was twisted.
When I was 13, I had gone to the community pool one day and the
police showed up and asked me to go with them. I couldn’t figure out
what had precipitated this, because I hadn’t told anyone what Ted
was doing to me. The police took me home and the officer interviewed
me in the presence of Ted and Mom. The officer asked me specifically
whether Ted had ever done this or that to me. But I was scared to death
of Ted and feared that they’d take me away from my mom if I admitted
those things, so I lied.
Years later, my mom told me that my cousin had told her dad and mom
(my uncle and aunt) that Ted had fondled her, and they were convinced
that he was sexually abusing me too. Had I only known that at the time I
may have acted differently, and the authorities would have investigated
Ted. But I was too afraid that I would never see my mom or siblings again
if the truth was known.
That incident with the police must have scared Ted, because I don’t have
any more memories of sexual abuse after that. But Ted continued to do disgusting and perverted things. He often snooped around in my bedroom.
By the time I entered high school, I hated Ted who was now my stepdad. If I had had a gun, I could probably have killed him I was so angry
at him. He made me feel so ashamed. I felt dirty, unclean, violated, unworthy, like trash. I didn’t want anyone to know what was beneath the
surface of my life, so I compensated for this by seeking perfectionism in
everything I did.
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Consequently, I excelled at everything. I earned top grades, did well in
sports and became the student body president. Although I had never
struggled with a weight problem, I was overly self-conscious about my
appearance as well and began starving myself. It wasn’t long before I
found myself struggling with anorexia and bulimia.
I was addicted to my eating disorders. I would vomit 13 times a day. I was
caught in a perpetual cycle of bingeing and purging. I was in bondage to
this addiction, chained to these habits for years. I remember thinking, I
will never be able to enjoy a simple meal again. I had no freedom.
I can’t blame Ted for my poor choices, but what he did to me warped my
sense of reality. My childhood had been ripped from me. I just wanted
to be a little girl playing in the park with girlfriends and dolls. Instead, I
always felt so dirty and ashamed of who I was and so I tried to hide any
hint of imperfection.
In college, I met my husband Rick. He was not like other men. Rick was
kind and loving. Instead of using and abusing me, he honored me,
loved me and protected me. I confessed to Rick about my bulimia and
he stood by me.
Finally, over a period of about nine months, I was able to gradually let
go of my eating disorders. But it was a battle. I’d make progress, then relapse, and start again, but eventually I found freedom from it.
Rick and I got married two years after we met. But about six months into
our marriage, I broke. Because of the sexual abuse I had experienced for
so many years as a child, my view of sex was warped, and I was struggling with intimacy in our marriage.
Intellectually, I knew that God’s design for sex within marriage is something beautiful and holy, but I couldn’t wrap my heart around it. I needed
to reprogram my mind and body with truth.
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Rick and I were poor college students at the time and couldn’t afford
counseling, so our church offered to pay for my counseling. I went to a
counselor every week for 18 months. My counselor helped me process the
abuse and helped me grow.
In counseling, for the first time I realized that I had blamed myself for all
that had happened to me. As a result, I had been stuck as a victim, but
I so wanted to be victorious! My counselor helped me see that Ted was
responsible, not me! I was not to blame! Understanding this was a crucial
element in gaining victory over my childhood sexual abuse.
Another significant piece of my healing that helped me gain victory was
forgiveness. Because others had extended forgiveness to me, I felt compelled to forgive Ted. When I forgave Ted, it does NOT mean that what he
did is now somehow okay. What he did was awful. My forgiving him also
doesn’t mean that I want a relationship with him. For obvious reasons,
I’ve chosen not to establish contact or a relationship with him. I don’t
trust Ted. I know that this plays out differently for other women who have
been abused, but that’s how I’ve chosen to move forward.
Forgiveness is a very powerful weapon in the hands of the victim. When
we as a victim offer forgiveness, this puts us in control and removes control from the perpetrator. Someone has said that withholding forgiveness is like taking poison and hoping the other person will die. Had I not
forgiven Ted, I would still be the victim.
Through counseling, God helped me view Rick the right way. I knew he
would never hurt me. And being intimate with Rick is pure and right. It
angers me that something so sacred and beautiful as sex in marriage
had become so warped and twisted. Thankfully, its intended beauty in
my life and in our marriage has been restored.
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DISCUSS JENNY’S STORY
(Facilitators lead this discussion)
1.

In what ways can you identify with Jenny’s story?
What were you feeling?

2.

In what ways did Jenny’s abuse affect her?

3.

In what ways has your abuse affected you?

4.

What are you taking away from Jenny’s story to help
you process your abuse experience?

Facilitator Note: Read this aloud to participants:
All the women, whose stories are in this book, have experienced a
measure of healing. If you feel their stories all have a happy ending,
don’t be fooled. They each bear the burden of knowing what happened to them… BUT, through the healing they’ve experienced,
they’ve learned to function in healthy ways. By reading the positive
results in their stories, we want to give you hope for what’s possible
in your life as well.
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HOW WE HEAL FROM SEXUAL ABUSE
Many survivors of sexual abuse have found the following Seven
Actions helpful in their healing process. These actions aren’t intended as a sequential to-do list. Instead, seek to integrate all seven into
your life as you face your abuse and move forward toward healing.
Also, resist the temptation to minimize or ignore a particular action.
These actions work best in conjunction with each other.
We will introduce all seven actions this week but only deal with the
first one in depth. Then, we’ll delve deeper into each of the remaining
actions in the weeks that follow.

SEVEN HEALING ACTIONS:
1.

Acknowledge the abuse

2.

Healing occurs in community

3.

Replace the lies with truth

4.

Consider the possibility of repressed memories

5.

Admit to poor choices and abandon unhealthy coping
methods

6.

Healing requires both receiving and extending
forgiveness

7.

Believe you can experience healing

Tonight, we’ll focus on Healing Action #1: Acknowledge the Abuse.

HEALING ACTION 1: ACKNOWLEDGE THE ABUSE
You cannot heal or be set free from something you hide, suppress, or
deny. A physical wound or cut will fester and become infected if you
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choose to ignore it. Instead, you must acknowledge it, clean it and
dress it. In the same way you must acknowledge your abuse, confront
it, and take steps to heal it.
When we speak of acknowledging your abuse, we mean acknowledging it as part of your story and getting it out in the open. You need to
drag your abuse out of the darkness and into the light. Shame, guilt,
anger, and fear thrive in the dark and in secrecy. This does not mean
that the whole world needs to know about your abuse, but you must
decide not to hide it any longer. The fact that you are in this group
indicates that you’re already moving in this direction. And some of
you may have already acknowledged your abuse to others.

WHY IT’S SO VITAL TO SHARE YOUR STORY
One of the most effective ways we’ve found to acknowledge our
abuse is by sharing our stories in a safe, confidential environment.
We want this group to serve in that way. This is also the reason that
we’ve included other women’s stories in the reading for each week.
Sexual abuse or assault leaves a woman feeling like a victim. Indeed,
you were victimized. But as long as a victim remains a victim, you
are powerless, vulnerable, broken, and voiceless. A victim-frame-ofmind leaves you feeling trapped and imprisoned by what you have
experienced. For this reason, you need to acknowledge your abuse.
But acknowledging your abuse and sharing your story may be frightening for the following reasons:
• You may find it horribly shameful and dirty
• You don’t want others to know about it
• You feel guilty
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• You have tried to talk about it in the past and were
shut-down or not believed
• You don’t want to stir up and relive the pain of your
abuse
• You may be afraid of threats or other repercussions
from sharing
Sexual abuse is usually a secret crime with no witnesses. Due to
shame, fear, and perhaps a code of secrecy expected within a family,
you may have refused to talk about your abuse in the past. So talking
about it now may make you feel uncomfortable, or it may seem simply pointless.
It’s also important in choosing to whom, when, and where to share
your story. And we want to assure you that this group is a safe place
to tell your story.
While all those reasons seem valid, the truth is, any shame, guilt, or
fear of exposure will keep you in bondage. It’s the shame, guilt, fear
and secret memories that torment you. What is acknowledged and
brought into the light can no longer haunt you.
However, if your abuse occurred in your family, be aware that by telling your family about it, they may see you as the offender for revealing the family secret. They may respond with anger, bitterness, denial, and rejection. This is why it’s so important to share your story in an
environment in which you feel safe, loved and protected.
Dr. Renee Fredrickson is a psychotherapist who specializes in helping
women heal from the trauma of sexual abuse. She encourages, “Do
not confuse healing with the absence of pain, for healing wounds,
whether physical or emotional, always hurts. I can only assure you
that the hurt will pass, and the pain will lessen.”16
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However, in view of all we’ve stated above, no one here will force you
to tell your story. It’s okay if you still feel like the pain is too raw or
overwhelming. Throughout this 8-week program, we will give each
of you the opportunity to share your story of abuse. But please do
not feel pressure to do so if it’s just too painful for you. We of all people will understand and accept your decision.
Again, Dr. Renee Fredrickson urges us:
In reality, your life is harder than it need be because you were
abused. Dealing with that abuse will enable you to achieve
more serenity in your life. My associates and I have a maxim
that says the amount of fear you feel about confronting abuse
is directly proportional to the impact it is having on your life
right now. The greater your fear, the more the abuse is marring your current life.17

DEBRIEF HEALING ACTION 1: ACKNOWLEDGE THE ABUSE
Facilitator Note, read aloud: In your participant manual, there are
seven healing actions listed. Let’s review those. Would someone
like to read those aloud?
1.

What fears do you have about acknowledging your
abuse and/or sharing it with others?

2.

What are your thoughts about what Dr. Fredrickson
said?

3.

If acknowledging and/or sharing our story is difficult,
why do it? What are the benefits?
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Facilitator Note: Some benefits are: it gives me a
voice, begins healing process, deals with guilt and
shame, etc.

HOW TO TELL YOUR STORY
The Participant Manual gives some general guidelines and tips to
help you prepare to tell your story. Let’s review those.
There truly is victory in sharing your story, so we strongly encourage you to do so and to endure any temporary pain it may cause.
Following are some general guidelines to help you prepare to tell
your story:
• Make sure that you feel safe with the group in which
you will share.
• Refrain from being overly graphic in your description of
your abuse.
• But don’t soften the language you use to describe your
abuse either. If you were raped, use that explicit term
rather than a euphemism like, “He had his way with me.”
• Share what happened to you:
»

How old were you when you were first abused?

»

Who was it that abused you?

»

What was the frequency and time span of your
abuse?

»

Did you report the abuse and what response did
you get when you reported it?

»

In what ways has your abuse impacted your life?
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»

Describe the emotions you’ve experienced
resulting from your abuse.

»

What measures have helped you so far in your
healing process?

One of the facilitators should share her story.

FACILITATOR STORY
After the facilitator has shared her story, debrief with these questions:
1.

How did you feel about ________’s story?

2.

In what ways did you find it helpful?

CLOSING
1.

What is one emotion you felt tonight?

2.

Is there anything else you’d like to bring up to the
group tonight?

3.

How can we end tonight on a positive note?

4.

In what way can we support you this week?
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PREPARE FOR THE NEXT SESSION
Please read Session Three: Tara’s story and the Healing Action.
Respond to the corresponding questions. We will discuss your responses during our group meeting next week. Start your journal.
(See below.)

JOURNALING TOWARD HEALING
Facilitator Note: Read this section aloud.
Many therapists and survivors of sexual abuse encourage us to journal our journey to healing. There are no real guidelines for journaling;
no right or wrong way to do it. A journal is a very personal record
of what you’re feeling and experiencing during the healing process.
Record both the pain and the strides you’re making toward healing.
You can either use the space provided below, pick up a journal for
this purpose, or use an electronic means for journaling. Your journal
is for your eyes only, unless you choose to share it with someone.
From time to time, we encourage you to go back and read your journal and note the progress you’ve made toward healing.
Facilitator Note: Take Time to Schedule when each participant will
share their story:
• Session Three:
• Session Four:
• Session Five:
• Session Six:
• Session Seven:
• Session Eight: Celebration
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MY JOURNAL
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Session Three
Facilitator Note: Welcome the participants and ask them, “How
was your week?”
The amount of fear you feel about confronting abuse is directly
proportional to the impact it is having on your life right now.
– Renee Fredrickson, PhD

TARA’S STORY
Please read the following true story and reflect on the questions
that follow.
I grew up in a home in which my parents had what I thought was an ideal
marriage—a marriage to live by. But when it came to light that my mom
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had had an affair, my parents divorced. Their divorce was long and drawn
out. It was very painful and rocked the foundations of all that I had held
dear. After all, my parents were Christians and even worked as missionaries. Affairs and divorce were not part of that worldview. To make matters
worse, my mom found out she was pregnant during the divorce.
Wanting to retain my relationship with my mom, I forgave her for what
she had done. But this angered my dad so much that he totally rejected
me. He was very angry and hurt and took it out on me. He also turned to
alcohol and eventually became an alcoholic.
Dad started verbally abusing me, saying things that were hurtful and
damaging. He’d say things like, “You’re going to end up a whore just
like your mom!” He called me worthless and told me I’d never know
who I am. The seeds he planted in me damaged my soul and self-worth
beyond description.
During the lengthy divorce proceedings, I attended a church camp. There,
we went through some deep training and were urged to confess our sins
to each other. I was only 13 or 14 at the time and at that age we had
neither the wisdom nor the filters to know what would damage another
person. As a result, the guys at the camp, who greatly outnumbered the
girls, came to me one-by-one, confessing that they had lusted after me.
I didn’t know what to do with that information. I was naïve and didn’t
understand a boy’s mind. It made me feel very bad, dirty, and sinful as
though I was the cause of whatever it was they were struggling with.
These feelings seemed to give credence to all the abusive things my dad
had been saying about me.
When I returned from camp, my parents’ divorce was final.
That fall, I entered high school. I was desperate for approval and hoped
I’d find it there. I tried out for cheerleading and became the captain of the
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squad. I worked very hard at school and got good grades. I was a perfectionist, hungry for affirmation and self-worth.
Meanwhile, our cheerleading coach didn’t like the way some of us looked
and required that we keep a journal of everything we ate. To keep us accountable, we had to show her our journals regularly. I found this very
embarrassing, so I just stopped eating and soon became anorexic. I knew
what I was doing was wrong and self-destructive, but I didn’t know how
to extract myself from it. Soon, I developed serious physical problems due
to my anorexia.
Also, during this time, guys would make lewd remarks, obscene gestures
and grab me. Although their treatment bothered me greatly, it dovetailed with the other lies I had believed and it became “normal” in my life.
Then I began dating a guy named Troy. He was the son of a minister, so I
thought he would be safe. He was on the wrestling team and very strong.
When we first started dating, I told him what I would and wouldn’t do
physically, and together we agreed not to have sex.
But soon, Troy became very emotionally abusive toward me. He held
things over me. Despite his father’s profession as a minister, it became
apparent to me that Troy hated Christians. I began to see glimpses of his
dark, terrifying home life.
After a while, his verbal and emotional abuse escalated to physical
abuse. I’d beg him to stop. I felt emotionally dead. One time we were at
his house and his parents were gone. He held me down in such a way
that I couldn’t move and thought my neck would break. I was so afraid!
Silently, I begged God to take me as Troy raped me.
About then, Troy’s mom came home and saw what he was doing. She
yelled at him and he released me. I ran out of the house crying and started walking home. Troy’s dad came after me in the car and asked me to
get in and that he would take me home. Troy’s dad began telling me all
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the reasons that I needed to forgive Troy and chalked up his behavior to
bad childhood experiences. But then he insinuated that it was my fault
for leading their son astray in the first place.
The next day, Troy came to my house and apologized for his actions and
swore it would never happen again. But it did. He began threatening me
and my family. He said he’d burn our house down if I didn’t comply. Once
again, he caught me outside our house. He backed me up against the
house in a choke hold and raped me again. I felt so helpless and began
thinking this was my fault, so what was the use? I cried out to God, begging Him to help me.
Around this time, I suffered a mild heart attack due to the anorexia. My
mom sent me away to live with my grandma for a month to recover.
Grandma started nursing me, getting me back on track physically and
emotionally. As my health improved, I decided I wanted Troy completely
out of my life. I never wanted to see him again.
But while I was at grandma’s, somehow Troy tracked me down and
called. She didn’t know who it was, so she handed me the phone and it
was Troy. He told me all the things he was going to do to me. I was too
naïve at the time to know about reporting him.
After a month, I left my grandma with much improved health and went
back home to my mom and step-dad. One day, I was home alone and
suddenly, there was Troy. He had snuck into our home! He muscled
me down onto the floor of the bedroom and started raping me again.
But Mom and her husband came home and caught him. My step-dad
grabbed him by the neck and threw him against the wall.
However, Troy continued stalking me, even though I kept telling him adamantly that it was over. I was working at a daycare at the time and he
would even harass me there until the daycare had a restraining order
placed on him. But he still found ways to slip notes into my car and pester
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me. He would say lewd and crass things telling me he knew I wanted it.
This was like a suspense horror movie come true.
Around this time, I started dating a childhood friend of mine named
Jason. Jason was tender, sweet and loving. He was genuine. He protected me and honored me. He was everything I would ever wish for in
a man. He was attending college in another town, while I was in college
in my hometown.
One night, I went to my college to attend a night class. But when I got
there everything looked dark. I went inside and there was no one there.
Apparently, I had not gotten the message that the class had been canceled. I was walking down a dark hall and came to an intersecting hall. I
looked down the hall and there was Troy coming toward me!
I kept my composure and continued walking out of the building. I started
walking toward my car, but then broke into a run. He started chasing me
and caught me, dragging me into the front seat of his truck. But this time
I fought him off and was able to get to my car and get home.
At home, I called the police and gave a report. They arrested Troy, but his
dad had connections and got him out of jail.
Eventually, Jason and I got married. But as we were leaving on our honeymoon, there was Troy driving toward us in his truck. He continued
stalking me for years to come, threatening me crudely and graphically.
Many don’t understand the tie that exists between two people when they
have sex, even if it was unwanted. All those years I had taken ownership
for all the abuse thinking that it was my fault somehow. That mindset
drove me to want to hide it and filled me with a false sense of guilt.
Today, I am happily married to Jason, the love of my life and we have two
beautiful children.
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DISCUSS TARA’S STORY
1.

In what ways can you identify with Tara’s story? What
were you feeling?

2.

In what ways did Tara’s abuse affect her?

3.

What are you taking away from Tara’s story to help
you process your abuse experience?

HOW WE HEAL FROM SEXUAL ABUSE
HEALING ACTION 2: HEALING OCCURS IN COMMUNITY
Early on we noted that the majority of sexually abused children know
their attackers well. Over a third of their offenders are family members and the others are authority figures in their lives. This makes sexual abuse especially horrible and deeply damaging because it usually
occurs in the context of relationships that we trust.
As a result, you have not only been sexually abused, but relationally
abused as well. People who should have protected you and kept you
safe and free from harm, betrayed you and harmed you. This betrayal
intensifies the abuse because it is so contrary to what you had expected and deserved.
The only way to overcome that sense of betrayal and the sexual
abuse that occurred in its context is to acknowledge your abuse and
its impact on you in a safe, caring community. That’s why we seek to
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create a safe group of women who understand, empathize and stand
with you in this program.
If you were sexually abused as a child, your childhood, virginity, and
innocence were ripped from you. If you were sexually abused as
an adult, you were violated and experienced loss of dignity, loss of
self-respect and severe trauma. You were exposed to evil behaviors
and experiences that no one should be subjected to. And for that you
have suffered greatly.
Perhaps you were threatened or felt obligated not to tell anyone
about your abuse like Jenny and Heather. Perhaps you even feel
guilty now because you didn’t report your abuse when it happened.
There’s no reason to feel guilty for that. You have been forced to carry
a very heavy burden and its weight continues to bear down on you.
And perhaps you’ve never had the freedom to truly grieve your great
loss. You may also find yourself grieving the loss of close relationships
as a result of your abuse.
People grieve differently with different emotions. Even within this
group, we will all experience grief differently. So, please be patient
and understanding with each other.
When we lose a loved one and grieve over the loss of that person,
it’s in the context of community with other survivors that we experience comfort and healing. A funeral service is not for the dead but for
the living. In the same way, you can experience healing from sexual
abuse in this community of survivors. We all stand with you. We believe you. We understand you. We accept you. And we love you.
Grieving comes in stages. It doesn’t come all at once like a tsunami.
Instead, little by little as gentle waves lap up against your hurt, they
slowly wash it away.
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As you continue to come to this group, you become those gentle
waves for each other. Your grief only finds its voice and consolation
in the company of others who love you. In this way, despite your own
pain, you are assisting in the healing of all others in your group. And
hopefully, the others are doing the same for you.
As you seek to assist in the healing of others, you’ll find your own pain
diminishing. Direct your words and actions toward each other in such
a way that you rebuild the foundation and structure of what true,
loving relationships should look like.
Speak truth to each other. Encourage one another and build each other up. Weep with each other without shame or reservation. Embrace
each other warmly and with abandon. And when relief comes, laugh
with each other and let its cleansing power release you from the grip
of grief and pain.

DEBRIEF HEALING ACTION 2: HEALING OCCURS IN
COMMUNITY
Facilitator Note, read aloud:
In Session 2, we discussed Healing Action number 1: Acknowledge
the Abuse. This week, you read about the second Healing Action:
Healing Occurs in Community. The notes talked about betrayal and
grief. Refer back to the last paragraph before the “Debrief Healing
Action 2” and read that paragraph.
1.

In what ways has betrayal interfered with relationships
in your life?

2.

Where or with whom have you had the freedom to
express emotion or grieve what happened to you?
How did it impact those relationships?
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GROUP MEMBER STORY
Facilitator Note: Say to Group: Two weeks ago, we encouraged you
to start journaling or developing your story. How are you all doing
with that?
1.

If you shared tonight (today) how are you feeling right
now?

2.

In what ways has it helped the rest of you to hear this
woman’s story?

CLOSING
Facilitator Note: Say, “Tonight we are going to end on a positive
note by looking at the Epilogue.”
1.

Is there anything else you’d like to bring up to the
group tonight?

2.

In what way can we support you this week?

PREPARE FOR THE NEXT SESSION
Please read Session Four: Glendie’s story and the Healing Action.
Respond to the corresponding questions. We will discuss your responses during our group meeting next week.
Continue Journaling
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WELCOME!
Facilitator Note: Ask participants: “How was your week?” “How do
you feel our group is doing maintaining our group norms?”
Lies are like shackles that keep us bound to the secrecy
and evil that was done to us.

GLENDIE’S STORY
Please read the following true story and reflect on the questions
that follow.
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I grew up in what I pictured as a normal, happy home. I thought my family was amazing! My dad was a businessman and Mom stayed home with
us kids until we entered high school.
But reflecting on my childhood, even as early as elementary school, I had
an inexplicable, unhealthy draw toward the opposite sex. I was preoccupied with sexual things. I was the one who instigated playing “doctor”
with my friends and was always fascinated with sex.
In junior high I began experimenting with guys. I desperately wanted a
guy to fill the hole in my heart. I wanted to be loved and cherished. My
friends and I would go to parties together, but I always left with a guy.
The funny thing was that none of my friends seemed to notice this or
called me out on my behavior.
Right after I graduated from high school, I had gone to one such party
and went home with a guy. I woke up the next morning on the top bunk
of his bed. I couldn’t remember how I got there or what had happened
the night before. But a few weeks later I suspected I was pregnant.
So, a friend of mine took me to Planned Parenthood where I took a pregnancy test. It showed positive. I went home and told my mom that I was
in trouble. She knew instantly that I was pregnant and within the hour we
had decided that abortion was the only sensible recourse. I was adamant
about not wanting a baby as I knew it would disappoint my family and
interrupt my college plans.
I had the abortion just four days before heading off to college. The nurse
had assured me that it wasn’t a baby, but merely 2.2 ounces of “tissue.”
In college, I continued to bounce from guy to guy. This went on for twoto-three years. But then I met a man named John. He was different from
all the other guys. John had a security about him. He drew me in. He also
happened to be a charismatic Catholic and very active in his faith.
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I remember poking fun at his faith one time; I asked him, “What about
this prayer thing. You actually talk to God and He talks back to you (snicker, snicker)?” But John calmly told me, “Yes, that describes it pretty well.
I talk to God and I often hear Him talk to me.” I was always stunned and
inspired by his answers. Although, I didn’t share his beliefs, I greatly respected him for his and we became best friends.
Sometime later, John and I started dating. I told my mom that I had met
the man I was going to marry. And shortly after graduation, John and I
did get married. Even though I was not a Christian or a Catholic, John’s
mom approved of our marriage.
Since elementary school, for instance, I had had issues with anger, intimacy, and self-destructive behaviors. I constantly put myself in harm’s
way. And now these issues were manifesting themselves in my marriage.
My behaviors ranged from cold, controlling and stand-offish to overemotional and hyper-sexual. My poor husband found all this extremely
confusing, never knowing which “Glendie” he was coming home to.
Our first-born son we had biologically, then we adopted another boy
from a woman who had elected not to abort but give her son up for
adoption. When our boys were still young, my anger and rage came to a
head and I feared I was becoming a danger to my kids. After a particularly ugly episode one day, I called John at work. I will never forget the words
he said as he sat me down; “I will not lose these kids because of you. It’s
time to get your anger under control.”
I knew I had to make some big changes. I began meeting with our pastor’s wife, Diana. And during out time together, I realized that the root of
my anger was linked to the abortion I had had at 17. While I had aborted
my baby, our adopted son’s mother had given him life and then placed
him in my arms as his adoptive mother. I felt incredibly unworthy to
receive such a gift. In addition to meeting with our pastor’s wife, I also
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began attending a study called, Intimate Issues: Twenty-One Questions
Christian Women Ask About Sex.
In that book, there was a chapter on sex abuse and a chapter on abortion. I skimmed the chapter on sex abuse, not thinking that it was my
issue. However, as I scanned it, I was struck by the fact that I had all the
symptoms of a woman who had been sexually abused.
For the time being, I focused on the abortion chapter. That chapter
contained a conversation between two women. One woman asked the
other woman to talk through what happened and how she felt on the
day of her abortion. I was disturbed by the fact that the post-abortive
woman kept referring to her aborted fetus as a baby. When I tried to
think of my abortion and associate it with a baby it was like staring at
a blank white wall.
I shared this experience with Diana a few days later, telling her there
was no way I would ever go back to the day of the abortion. In response,
Diana began asking me gentle questions about my abortion experience.
As she prompted me with her questions I began flashing back to the day
of the abortion, relating all the details I could remember. I told Diana that
when the procedure was over, I started screaming hysterically, “I killed my
baby! I killed my baby!” Then I said, “But Diana, it wasn’t a baby. It was
just 2.2 ounces of tissue!”
In that moment, I realized that it wasn’t just tissue but a baby—I had an
overwhelming impression that it was a baby boy, my son.
I realize today, that dealing with my abortion became the starting point
for what was to follow. In the past, I had given voice to the lie that my
baby was just tissue. The white wall I had seen depicted that lie.
A few years later, my anger, control and intimacy issues began to creep
back into my marriage. It began to trouble me that I was drawn to
movies and books that depicted rape, sexual violence and other sexual
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deviance. And every time I was confronted with sexual violence in a book
or movie, I would have a physical response.
During this time, I had transitioned from my job as a high school teacher to become the women’s ministry pastor at a church. I began to teach
other women, and in the process, I continued to heal. But I was troubled
by the fact that I still had rage in me. I often felt like I was living a double
life, I was the pastor at work and the sexually charged psycho at home!
In 2007, my husband and I were having a conversation about all this and
we agreed to go to a counselor together. The counselor asked whether
I was experiencing any dreams. In fact, I had been having a recurring
dream since I was a child. In my dream, I saw my favorite cousin as a little girl being molested by two teenage boys. I had always dismissed the
dream, thinking it fantasy. But the more we thought about it, we realized
that it had probably happened and I was recalling it in my dreams.
In another session, I had a picture in my mind of a little girl sitting on the
grass. I knew immediately it was me and I even recognized my dress. I
didn’t want to get up but didn’t know why. But as I pondered this memory, immediately, I knew my uncle had sexually abused me. (When I was
that age, my uncle and his family lived in our basement.) Instantly, I started crying out, “I don’t want to know this! I don’t want to know this!”
Following that session, the door to my past swung wide open and for the
next nine months I experienced an onslaught of horrible, sexually abusive dreams and visions. I felt like I was going crazy with all these memories and dreams. I was trying to live a normal life with a tainted image
or scenario always in front of my face. Every time I left my counseling sessions it felt like I was holding a load of crap in both hands with no idea
what to do with it! I began seeing a psychologist as well to help me deal
with the memories and learn to live life with my new reality.
I was 38 years old when all this came to light. To be honest with you, I
didn’t know whether I could trust these repressed memories. Although
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I know now that repression is a coping mechanism to help us survive as
children, but I still wondered if I had imagined it all.
About this time, I recalled that my two cousins, a boy and a girl, had
claimed to have been sexually abused by their step-dad, my uncle. The
boy would have been six at the time, and the girl eight. I would’ve been
five. Back when we were all kids, they had told their mom what their
step-dad was doing to them, she had accused them of lying. I desperately
needed someone else to validate my suspicions of what happened to me.
So, I called my male cousin and asked him about his abuse memories. As
he told me his stories, I realized I could finish each scenario. I now knew
the truth: my uncle had been sexually abusing all three of us.
It took six years of counseling to help me ferret out what was real and
what wasn’t. I learned too that body memory can’t be imagined.
During those years of counseling, I realized that my infatuation with
sexual violence in films and books was tied to a lie, just as my abortion
had been. Because of the sexual abuse I had experienced as a child, I had
made a decision that rape was okay. It was a decision that did not align
in any way with what I knew to be normal or acceptable. As a child, however, it was the only way my young mind could process what was happening to me.
A child is never at fault for being the victim of sexual abuse. But as we
mature, we are responsible for what we do with that experience. We can
either choose to wallow in the filth and degradation of the abuse or rise
above it by declaring it for what it is.
To be free from the lies and to be whole again was a choice I had to make.
I had to choose to live as a survivor instead of a victim. As a survivor, I can
live life as a whole individual with the abuse, abortion and lies firmly under my feet! For the first time in my life I feel comfortable in my own skin.
I am free. I am whole. I am loved!
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DISCUSS GLENDIE’S STORY
1.

In what ways can you identify with Glendie’s story?
What were you feeling?

2.

What were some of the lies that Glendie embraced?

3.

How did the lies she believed affect her life and
healing?

HOW WE HEAL FROM SEXUAL ABUSE
HEALING ACTION 3: REPLACE THE LIES WITH TRUTH
Due to the secrecy that cloaks sexual abuse, every stitch of the fabric
of secrecy is woven with lies. The lies are many and varied. Many of
these lies were spoken over you by your abuser, or by other people
in your life. In her story, Glendie talked about the lies she believed.
Some of the common lies associated with sexual abuse include such
falsehoods and fabrications like:
• “This is normal behavior.”
• “I did something to deserve or cause my abuse.”
• “It’s my fault that I was abused.”
• “There is something deeply wrong with me.”
• “I am worthless, dirty, soiled goods.”
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• “I will always be irreparably broken.”
• “No one will believe me.”
• “I’m unworthy of genuine love.”
• “I am powerless to make changes in my life.”
Again, those are all LIES! Sexual abuse is never “normal” or acceptable
behavior. Sexual abuse was never your fault. You are not irreparably
broken, and nothing is deeply wrong with you. We believe you! You
are very lovable and worthy of genuine love.
In previous groups, some women have expressed the following,
“When I was abused, I sometimes enjoyed the feeling of being sexually stimulated. Yet, I knew what was happening to me was wrong.
This stirred up complex feelings of confusion, guilt and shame.”
The fact that you may have experienced some level of pleasure in
the abuse doesn’t make you a willing participant. That’s where the
lie creeps in. Our bodies are designed to respond to physical stimulation—sometimes even against our will. You shouldn’t carry guilt over
something that you did not invite or consent to.
The only way to demolish a lie is with truth. You must replace the lies
you’ve believed with truth. You might think this is primarily a logical, intellectual exercise, but it is not. In the case of the lies spawned
through sexual abuse, overcoming them is largely a matter of your
will. The problem is that your emotions may betray you. The emotions you’re feeling may seem to confirm some of those lies.
But emotions are fickle. You can be sad one moment and happy the
next. But by engaging your will you can begin to control and change
your emotions to behave the way you want them to. You do this
through speaking truth to yourself and by hearing the truth from
others and accepting it.
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While this may seem weird, we encourage you to speak truth to yourself aloud. By doing this, you not only engage your mind and mouth,
but you hear it as well. Speaking truth aloud like this reinforces and
embeds these truths in your mind and heart and you begin to live
these truths.
Some of these truths might include:
• “It was not my fault that I was sexually abused.”
• “What my abuser did to me was awful and wrong.”
• “No one’s evil actions toward me make me dirty or
soiled.”
• “I am beautiful and deeply loved by others.”
• “Though I was hurt, I am healing and getting stronger.”
• “I am valued and esteemed by others.”
• “The innocence that was taken from me, I take back.”
• “The people who count in my life believe me.”
Also, when someone compliments you, to what extent do you downplay or dismiss their compliment? You might think you’re doing this
out of a sense of humility, but you’re unknowingly rejecting the truth
they’re speaking over you. Instead, accept their compliment and
thank them.
In the last session, we talked about the fact that healing occurs in
community. The community you experience in this group also serves
in a powerful way to replace lies with truth. We do this for each other
by affirming one another. We all need to contradict those lies and
falsehoods with truth.
For this reason, as you’re together, catch each other if you hear someone stating a lie. Gently call it to their attention and replace the lie
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by affirming a truth for them. For this to function well, you must be
genuine, loving, and transparent with each other.
As you journal this session, list any lies that you’ve believed surrounding your abuse and replace them with truths. Begin speaking truth to
yourself to demolish those old lies.

DEBRIEF HEALING ACTION 3: REPLACE THE LIES WITH
TRUTH
1.

What are some clues that would suggest that there is
a lie beneath a struggle you are facing?

2.

What are some of the lies that you’ve identified in
your own story?

3.

What truths can you replace those lies with?
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GROUP MEMBER’S STORY
1.

If you shared today (tonight) how are you feeling right
now?

2.

In what ways has it helped the rest of you to hear this
woman’s story?

CLOSING
1.

In what way can we end on a positive note tonight?

2.

Is there anything else you’d like to bring up to the
group tonight?

3.

In what way can we support you this week?
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PREPARE FOR THE NEXT SESSION
Please read Session Five: Laurel’s story and the Healing Action.
Respond to the corresponding questions. We will discuss your responses during our group meeting next week.

CONTINUE JOURNALING
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Session Five
WELCOME!
Facilitator Note: Ask participants, “How was your week?”
Your mind has played a trick on you, but it is a trick to help you rather
than hurt you. When you were abused you were too young and too
fragile to retain the memory, or you may have undergone torment
too appalling to handle in any other way. You needed your strength
for play, for learning, for seeking and holding on to whatever love you
could find in your world. So your wonderful, powerful mind hid some or
all of the abuse from you until you were strong enough to face it.
– Renee Fredrickson, PhD
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LAUREL’S STORY
Please read the following true story and reflect on the questions
that follow.
I grew up in a very dysfunctional home with my mom, my dad, an older
sister Debbie who had Downs syndrome, and a younger adopted brother. Dad started out in farming then owned and ran restaurants for a living. We moved every year or two to places like Seattle, WA, Louisiana,
and Tennessee, before returning to our home base in Medical Lake, WA.
My dad was narcissistic, so everything had to revolve around him. As a
result, he was verbally and emotionally abusive. We always had to walk
on eggshells in his presence for fear of a blowup. But invariably the blowup came, and he would unleash his anger on us. He hurled venomous
tirades against us, melting us in the heat of his rage, leaving us in an
emotional puddle on the floor.
In my teen years, I was working at my dad’s restaurant and learned that
he was having an affair with one of the female employees. Mom found
out about it and tried to keep up appearances, but she turned to me for
support. In those years, I served as the emotional and physical caregiver
for both my mom and Debbie.
When I was 15 or 16 years old, a big farmer came into the restaurant,
backed me up against the wall and fondled me. I was scared and didn’t
know what to do. Some days later he did it a second time, so I told my
dad. Dad laughed hysterically and thought it was the funniest thing he’d
heard in a long time.
My sister, Debbie, was born with a heart defect, but she didn’t have heart
surgery until she was 18. I was 16 at the time. After seeing what Debbie
went through and caring for her, I decided to become a nurse.
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As I matured and saw Dad for what he was, I began standing up to him
verbally. But this made my mom and brother angry. They blamed me for
rocking the boat and making things worse.
After high school, I attended nursing school. Through my training, I became aware of the fact that I had been raised in an abusive home. Also,
my aunt challenged me. She said, “When you look at your dad, you never
look him in the eye.” I knew from my training that this was a sign of abuse
attributed to the shame I felt in his presence.
Additionally, I had always suspected I had been sexually abused because
of some recurring nightmares and incidents of body memory, phantom
pain and pressure in my mouth. But at the time I thought, I don’t remember it or who did it, so what’s the difference?
Initially, I never suspected my dad as the perpetrator of the sexual
abuse. I did suspect Dad’s younger step-brother, Steve, however. Once,
when I was about 6 years old, Debbie and I were watching TV in the
bedroom, while my parents were playing cards in the kitchen. Steve
came into the room and told us that his friend had had sex with his
girlfriend and he described the act in detail. Then he dropped his pants
and revealed his erection.
I ran out of the room scared and left him with my sister. So, in retrospect,
I thought that he was probably the one who had abused me.
During high school I met Mike. We dated for a couple years, but Dad hated him and treated him horribly. Mike and I broke up for a couple years,
but eventually got back together and married. Mike trained and became
a police officer. We eventually had two children, a boy and a girl.
When my sister Debbie was 35, her health began failing and sometime
later she passed away. In the years following Debbie’s death, I was working through a lot of junk in my life. First, the list of offenses I had against
my dad was long. I felt I couldn’t move forward until I forgave him, but I
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didn’t know how. About a year after Debbie died, I made the decision to
forgive my dad.
When we met, I told him I loved him and forgave him. But I recognized my
mistake immediately, because telling him this threw him into a rage. He
launched into another one of his tirades and I knew there was no hope
for our relationship. As we parted that day, I yelled back at him, “You are
doing to me what your mom did to you!” For he had been sorely abused
by his mother.
Also, because my dad had always torn me down, I felt like I had to be
perfect. I had an intense fear of not measuring up when I changed careers and made new relationships with male authority figures. These and
other circumstances began exposing some of my childhood trauma. My
performance reviews at work during this time labeled me “emotionally
immature.”
In response, I bought and read books on emotional intelligence, took assessments and went to counseling. But I saw no progress. I didn’t know
what was wrong with me. I was unable to control myself emotionally in
meetings when things heated up. I was deeply frustrated with my emotional state but couldn’t do anything about it.
Then things got worse. I began to experience extreme fear of the future,
anxiety, and became deeply depressed. I thought I was losing my mind.
My anxiety escalated to nightmares and I began having panic attacks.
My husband and I began to have sexual difficulties at home. I didn’t
know why this was happening or what to do.
After making the decision to seek help from a counselor the thought occurred to me that my innocence could be restored. But this terrified me. I
had suspected all along that I had been sexually abused but figured I was
just too young to remember what happened to me. I didn’t know that I
could have repressed it—a common reaction to trauma.
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In counseling, through an exercise I went through with the counselor, I recalled what I had repressed. For that particular session, he had me bring
my best friend Marsha with me. The counselor asked Marsha to pray and
write down what I saw as he led me through this session.
In that counseling session, here’s what I recalled: I saw an image of myself standing on the floor board of a truck facing what appeared to be a
man’s lap. I could see his genitals. I was young, maybe two; my hair was
pulled back in short curly pigtails on top of my head. The next thing I saw
was my dad’s face, only he appeared to be very young, like in the photos I
had seen of my parents wedding day. He was laughing and smiling. One
of those big, multi-colored lollipops also came to mind, and instantly I
knew what had taken place in the truck. My dad had taught me to perform oral sex!
As I told the counselor what was coming to mind, I was absolutely horrified. Waves of shame and disgust welled up inside of me. I lost all control
of my emotions and began saying over and over, “What kind of girl does
that with her father?”
The counselor told me those feelings had been there my whole life but
were buried along with the memory. But when I calmed down, Marsha
showed me what she had written on the yellow pad again and again:
“It’s not your fault!”
But the verbal and emotional abuse I had been subjected to all my life
led me to believe, If Dad is hurting me, I must have done something bad
to deserve it.
I went home that day, and all I could think of was killing myself. When
Mike came home, he comforted me and assured me, “We’ll get through
this together.”
But the next morning I started second-guessing myself. What if I’m
wrong? What if I just imagined this? But as a police officer, Mike
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recognized repression and supported me in what I had recalled. Still, I
wasn’t functioning.
I knew I needed more counseling but sought a female counselor who specialized in intimacy issues. Other memories and flashbacks started coming. I knew they were real. I knew I couldn’t spend time with my parents
in this state of mind, so I met with my mom and aunt and told them I
needed some space and time to deal with some depression I was experiencing. I didn’t want them to know anything else; I was still very ashamed
and afraid of what my dad might do.
My mom knew that I had been sexually abused and asked me, “Was it
your dad?” When I started to cry, she knew the answer, and said, “I don’t
doubt it.” At first, I thought she would be there for me, she even went to
counseling with me the next day. But she told the counselor, “I finally feel
like I’m being treated like a queen by her dad and I don’t want it to stop.”
Then, I realized her concern was for herself only and not for me. I felt so
betrayed! She didn’t want to confront Dad or have me confront him. She
didn’t want to face the truth.
Finally, after two weeks it got to her. She said she was going to leave
Dad and she confronted him. He admitted to being a bad father but denied the sexual abuse. Through his typical manipulation, he turned her
against me. Dad played the victim and I became the culprit.
I was tired. I just wanted to get better. Now I felt guilty about the pain I
was putting them through! But I had had enough. Mom wanted me to go
see Dad and make things right. Some extended family got involved, and I
felt pressure to seek reconciliation.
It was at this time that I remembered that at about age four, I had started
telling my dad “No” when he wanted sex and he resorted to raping me. I
remembered too that he was sexually abusing Debbie. After sharing this
with Mike, he decided to meet my dad at a truck stop to confront him.
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Mike was afraid of what he might do to Dad, so he took another officer
with him who sat in an adjacent booth. When Mike accused Dad of these
sexual acts, Dad had the audacity to say, “Why would I abuse Laurel
when I had a handicapped daughter who would’ve enjoyed it?” Mike’s
meeting with Dad ended poorly and we terminated the relationship.
Soon thereafter, I received a letter from an attorney on behalf of my dad
saying that he had passed a polygraph test that cleared him from any
accusations of sexual abuse. My worst fear was that I was wrong—that I
had remembered it falsely. But Mike, being a police officer felt something
was “off.”
When Mike began digging around to determine the validity of the polygraph test, he was immediately shut-down, indicating that his suspicions
were correct.
Over the next 6 years, Dad lied about me to the rest of the family and I
thought they believed him. I stopped defending myself early on, as it only
made things worse, and for several years I thought I was going to lose all
those relationships too. It was awful.
Then, both Mom and Dad became ill. Mom had Alzheimer’s and Dad had
cancer. Mike and I were the only family in town, so we agreed to care for
Mom and Dad. Mom was pretty far gone mentally. She really needed me.
Dad died first. During the last week of his life, I was polite and professional with him as any nurse would be. But he was afraid to die. He stayed
awake all night one night for fear he might die. Then he got real mean
and didn’t want me around. I knew his time was short and wondered,
“How will I ever know for sure whether he was the one who sexually
abused me?”
But later, Mike told me he had heard my dad confess in the hospital that
he had sexually abused me. Dad said this repeatedly, “Yeah, I did it. Who
cares! It was a long time ago.”
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I was devastated that my dad died without acknowledging the truth. I
never received any kind of apology from my parents. Nothing turned out
as I had hoped. Even the funeral was awful—a sham in which Dad was
eulogized and I was scorned by some who believed his lies.
However, soon after Dad died, some family members commended me
for taking care of my parents who, they thought, “didn’t deserve it.” I was
shocked to learn that some had believed me all along but didn’t know
what to do to help.

DISCUSS LAUREL’S STORY
1.

In what ways can you identify with Laurel’s story?
What were you feeling?

2.

In what ways did Laurel’s abuse affect her?

3.

What are you taking away from Laurel’s story to help
you process your abuse experience?
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HOW WE HEAL FROM SEXUAL ABUSE
HEALING ACTION 4: CONSIDER THE POSSIBILITY OF
REPRESSED MEMORIES
During severe trauma, our minds often employ a coping mechanism
that allows us to repress those traumatic memories, so we can continue to live with some semblance of normalcy. With instances of childhood sexual abuse, a child’s brain often represses the memory of the
trauma as a defense mechanism that allows the child to continue to
function despite the abuse.
According to psychoanalyst Renee Fredrickson, “Sexual abuse is particularly susceptible to memory repression.” She goes on to explain:
Memory repression thrives in shame, secrecy, and shock. The
shame and degradation experienced during a sexual assault is
profound, especially for children who have no concept of what
is happening to them or why. Sexual abuse is so bizarre and horrible that the frightened child feels compelled to bury the event
deep inside his or her mind.18
Dr. Jim Hopper is a clinical psychologist with expertise in psychological trauma due to child abuse and sexual assault. Dr. Hopper explains
that it is common for those who were sexually abused as children “to
go for many years, even decades, without having (recognizable or
explicit) memories of the abuse.”19 They may experience emotional or
physiological responses triggered by something associated with the
abuse, but they may not comprehend why or where these responses
are coming from. This can be very unnerving causing the person to
feel like they’re going crazy, which they are not.
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POSSIBLE SIGNS OF REPRESSED MEMORIES
In Laurel’s story above, you read about how she discovered her repressed memories. In the beginning, she couldn’t remember being
sexually abused but recognized the symptoms of sexual abuse in
her life. She displayed numerous indicators of the abuse, but it was
a counselor that helped draw out of her the actual events that had
taken place.
You may either know or suspect you were sexually abused, but you
may not currently know the extent of your abuse. Following are some
warning signs that you may have repressed memories:20
£ A terrifying sense of anxiety associated with an odd
phobia
£ Shock and confusion about one’s odd behaviors and
reactions
£ Anxiety attacks that are paralyzing
£ Despair and lethargy
£ Other symptoms of PTSD
£ Nothing that seems to account for the above problems
£ The sudden onset of the above indicators
£ Experiencing the above issues despite a general sense
of well-being or happiness
£ A particularly odd phobia like: fear of bathrooms;
flashbacks when you hear a shower; being touched
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or caressed in a certain way by your husband or
boyfriend; etc.
£ Events or objects unknowingly associated with
childhood sexual abuse can trigger suppressed
memories
£ Someone else’s story of abuse may trigger an unusually
strong response from you
Not everyone who has been sexually abused displays the above
symptoms. Also, the presence of one or more of these symptoms
does not serve as proof-positive that you were abused as a child.
When victims of sexual abuse hear about repressed memories, a
common response is, “Why would I want to remember those awful
incidents? I’m trying to put them behind me!”
But Dr. Renee Fredrickson explains:
Repressed memories affect your quality of life. Deciding to
search out the hidden secrets in your past will be as rewarding
as it is painful. Not only will you have the opportunity to finally address the damage from the abuse itself, but you will also
be able to free yourself from the burden of carrying repressed
trauma memories. Burying memories and keeping them buried takes mental energy. When you bring those memories to
the conscious level, your mind and body will no longer have to
struggle to suppress such a heavy load.21
Sometimes certain events or experiences will call back repressed
memories without effort on your part. But most often, recalling repressed memories requires the help of a professional therapist.
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With repressed memories, as your story unfolds, you may experience: shock, anger, bargaining, denial, and finally acceptance as each
memory surfaces. This is the common, normal response to grief and
how we process it.

DEBRIEF HEALING ACTION 4: CONSIDER THE POSSIBILITY
OF REPRESSED MEMORIES
Facilitator Note: It is never appropriate to suggest someone has
repressed memories. Never say: “Sounds like you could have repressed memories.” Instead say, “If you suspect you may have repressed memories, it would be appropriate to seek professional
help.” Provide participants with recommended professional referrals as needed.
1.

Many victims suspect they have been sexually
abused but are reluctant to consider the possibility
of repressed memories. If the possibility of repressed
memories exists, why would you even want to
remember them?

2.

According to your notes, why might it be important to
get the help needed to recall what happened to you?

3.

What challenges or obstacles would a victim need to
overcome in order to pursue healing from repressed
memories?
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GROUP MEMBER STORY
1.

If you shared tonight, how are you feeling right now?

2.

In what ways has it helped the rest of you to hear this
woman’s story?

CLOSING
Facilitator Note: Let participants know that in Appendix B there
is a brief coverage of dissociation and Satanic Ritual Abuse (SRA).
Next, ask participants to turn to Appendix B, page 133 of the
Participant Guide and read the first paragraph on disassociation
and repression out loud together.
Take temperature of the group, provide encouragement if needed.

1.

Is there anything else you’d like to bring up to the
group tonight?

2.

In what way can we support you this week?
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PREPARE FOR THE NEXT SESSION
Please read Session Six: Lisa’s story and the Healing Action. Respond
to the corresponding questions. We will discuss your responses
during our group meeting next week.

CONTINUE JOURNALING

Session Six
WELCOME!
Facilitator Note: Ask participants: “How was your week?” “How is
your journaling going?”
My earliest memory of my father is of him sexually abusing me. My
father had unfettered access to me every night. At 14, my dad offered
me to my uncles and a cousin who had no qualms about raping me. My
father became my pimp and my life as a sex-worker began. I accepted
money from men and also offered myself for free.
– Jennifer
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LISA’S STORY
Please read the following true story and reflect on the questions
that follow.
From my earliest memories, I recall being a problem. I never felt like I fit in
or was welcome. I would describe the first five years of my life as desperate and subsequent years as troubled.
When I entered elementary school, I constantly had bloody noses, was
prone to crying, and was very sad. I remember hearing someone say,
“There goes Louis Dolbee’s daughter—she’s bad!” I could not figure out
why but somehow knew it was true.
I grew up in Illinois. Mom and Dad had a lot of relatives nearby, so all
of us cousins grew up together and we frequently had sleepovers. When
I was in second grade, one of my male cousins who was three-to-four
years older than I, crept in to where I was sleeping. He held a knife to my
throat and made me touch him and he fondled me. Over time, he did this
repeatedly.
He threatened to cut me if I woke his sisters or told anybody. I thought
there was something wrong with me, so I felt I couldn’t tell anyone
anyway.
The sexual abuse from my cousin continued, and I learned to use my sexuality to control and manipulate guys while being filled with self-guilt
and low worth.
When I was in fourth grade, Dad started long-haul trucking. Being away
from home a lot, he was unfaithful to Mom. He also continued to drink
heavily and would fly off the handle at the slightest provocations. I remember him throwing his food and silverware at Mom at the dinner table.
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Dad always saw women as sex objects: were they shapely enough, sexy
enough, feisty enough? And he had a way with people, especially women: he was hard to resist, charming and engaging.
As I grew up, I discovered why I was so unwanted. Apparently when my
brother was three, my parents split up over Dad’s drinking. Mom had
a weak moment of reconciliation with him and had gotten pregnant
with me and resented it. Dad also said some hellish things to me. When
I was in dance classes or sang in a choir, he’d say things like, “You’re the
only one off-step.” Or, “You’re the only one singing off-key.” Or, “You’d be
amazing if you weren’t dumber than a box of rocks!” All of these comments confirmed for me that yes, I was less than valuable and a mistake.
When I was in fifth grade, Mom and Dad had talked about getting braces
for my brother and me. Instead, they used the money to get a divorce.
By the sixth grade I was into drugs and alcohol and used my body as a sex
tool. When I was 12, my mom allowed my brother’s boss to “date” me. He
was 28. I thought we were in love and there was finally a man in my life
that would care for me. We went out a few times and then he raped me in
the front seat of his car. Even though I had been very promiscuous before
this, I had never had intercourse.
My mom allowed this “relationship” to continue. I believe my poor mother just had no idea what to do. I was deathly afraid of losing his “love”
and continued to have sex with him. I had no concept of pedophile in my
world or vocabulary and thought that was what I had to do to be loved.
When he broke it off, and I do not even remember how that happened, I
was devastated.
I didn’t feel loved or wanted anywhere or by anybody. I thought sex was
what I wanted but I hated it. My brother blamed me for all my woes saying it was what I wanted. Later I realized that I just wanted to be loved
and my brother was as helpless as I was.
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After my parents divorced, Mom worked full-time and our house became
party central. All our friends hung out there and we smoked and drank.
I went through one boyfriend after another. When Mom was at work,
even my dad would come party with us.
Soon, Mom met another man. He too was a drunk, but he was a “happy”
drunk and didn’t get angry or violent. When they married, the partying
stopped at our house. I moved out at 16, because I didn’t want to be under the authority of my stepdad.
I had moved to Danville and was living with friends while I was still in
high school. But when I was 17, I got expelled for possession of drugs. The
police gave me the option of being placed in the custody of my dad or
going to jail. I longed for him to love me in a healthy way. I idolized my
dad and didn’t want to let him down, so I chose to go to jail. I only spent
a couple hours there before friends bailed me out.
My brother had moved to Indiana, so I convinced my mom, stepdad and
dad that I would move there to finish high school. This was a huge mistake. My brother lived in an exclusive, wealthy suburb and everyone there
saw me as white trash. I was still partying so much, I found it hard to
function in a school setting where I was not welcome. So, I dropped out
of high school and got a full-time job.
I was still living with my brother, but his girlfriend didn’t like me and wanted me to move out. So, I got into a relationship with a man named Bill
and moved in with him. We got pregnant and I wanted to abort. I knew
that if I had the baby, I’d have to go on welfare and didn’t want to do that.
Also, I reasoned that having the baby would have tied me to Bill the rest
of my life and I didn’t want that. I see all of this as sin upon sin now.
Bill wanted me to keep the baby, so he asked his “Christian” father to talk
to me and I agreed. He brought a cassette player and tape with him and
asked me to listen to it. On the recording, a child’s voice kept repeating,
“Mommy, don’t kill me. Please don’t kill me.”
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I had heard enough and pushed “stop” on the recorder. I asked him if he
was prepared to buy diapers and formula for my baby and if his church
would stand behind me. But he said that was my responsibility. His callous attitude drove me to the abortion clinic or at least that was my justification. Abstinence was never a thought.
After the abortion, I went into a severe depression and Bill became very
weird sexually, so I left him. I got a new job and met Danny. I was so desperate and had such low self-esteem that I let him teach me to shoot up
methamphetamines. Then, perhaps a year later, I saw one of my girlfriends lying in the bathtub. She had dwindled to about 80 pounds and
was beating on herself trying to get a vein up.
Seeing that pathetic sight, I saw where I was headed and that’s how I
would die. I longed for the life of a white picket fence, a two-car garage,
and a loving family, so I quit everything cold-turkey. I told Danny I was
going to move back to Illinois to live with my dad and his new wife. Dad
was sober then, but smoked pot. Danny came with me and we lived with
them for a while.
When we moved in, Dad insisted that I get my GED. I still idolized him, so
I did as he asked and I’m glad I did.
A short time later, Danny got a letter informing him that he was in trouble with the law over child support in Indiana. We eloped to Ohio, got
married, fixed up a Ford van and headed to Montana. I continued running on this treadmill of desperation.
We lived in Helena, Montana for a year. I had been stealing from my employer in Helena, but rather than prosecute, they asked me to leave. A
pot-dealing friend moved to Spokane, Washington, so we followed him
there. In Spokane we became managers of a low-income housing project
that was rife with drugs and the lifestyle that accompanies it.
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One day, guys with machine guns showed up at our door and hauled
Danny away. Somehow, he talked his way out of his predicament and
showed up a few days later.
While managing this apartment complex, I met a woman who had been
a victim of incest. She told me that sexual abuse was never the child’s
fault. I had never heard this and had always assumed it was my fault.
It took me a long time and a lot of therapy to believe I wasn’t at fault.
Adults are supposed to protect children. Instead, they took something
from me they shouldn’t have that left me confused and broken about my
worth and sexuality.
After four years with Danny and no children, I told him I wanted out of
the drug world forever. He agreed to go to treatment through the VA and
they sent him to Wyoming. The VA required that I go to counseling for
co-dependency while he was in treatment. There I learned that the rape
and sex abuse was not my fault, but that the drug use was my responsibility. I really threw myself into the training and took it to heart.
My boss in the property management world became my mentor and we
started programs to assist people in the low-income apartments I managed who had similar life struggles to mine, although not many knew
my story. I had a way of glamorizing my life. We also offered financial-aid
classes for those who wanted to go to college. And one day one of the
ladies asked, “Why don’t you go to college?” So, I did!
Danny got out of treatment in Wyoming and on the way home in the
car he said that his counselor had told him to try drugs one more time
to make sure he no longer liked them. I told him he was a fool to think I’d
fall for that lie.
I filed for divorce and Danny disappeared. I was in college and doing better. I was working and going to therapy, but I still hadn’t healed in my
self-esteem or in relationships with men and I got pregnant again. I loved
college, even though I had hated school in my younger years. In college
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I was learning valuable skills and was challenged. I didn’t want to throw
all this away or move back to my family in Illinois. I felt trapped by the
pregnancy, so I aborted again, late-term this time, and swore off men—
at least for a while.
However, sometime later I met Charlie on a blind date. He was unlike any
other man I’d ever met. He was kind, sweet, and polite. He did not treat
me with half-heartiness and did not only want sex from me. We fell in
love immediately. We both decided to go to counseling, so we could grow
and become better people.
Charlie and I got married three years later and I got pregnant right away.
This first pregnancy ended in miscarriage that I was sure was my fault because of the abortions. I vowed then to become the healthiest person and
be the best specimen for pregnancy and motherhood if I could conceive
again and carry a baby to term. I hoped to be given another chance. One
year later our son was born in March and I graduated from college with
a bachelor’s degree in June.
It is important for me to say that despite all the things that were wrong
in my family, I wanted to believe my parents were decent people. After I
ran away to Montana with Danny in 1986, my mother and I were able
to restore our relationship in a deeper way. This was a good relationship
for the remainder of her short life. She died in 1995. She and Charlie were
best buds and we enjoyed the time we had with her.
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DISCUSS LISA’S STORY
1.

In what ways can you identify with Lisa’s story? What
were you feeling?

2.

In what ways did Lisa’s abuse affect her?

3.

What were some of the poor life choices that Lisa
made because of her abuse? What are some of the
poor life choices you have made that could be linked
to being sexually abused?

4.

Lisa’s lifestyle and beliefs changed. What influenced
those changes? How does this inspire you?

5.

Another victim of sexual abuse shared her story with
Lisa. What did she share and how did this impact Lisa?
What have you learned in SAVAnon that could help
another victim?
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HOW WE HEAL FROM SEXUAL ABUSE
HEALING ACTION 5: ADMIT TO POOR CHOICES AND
ABANDON UNHEALTHY COPING METHODS
Sexual abuse often has profound effects on a person’s behavior.
When a woman starts believing the lies that she is worthless, dirty,
and soiled, she may start living her life accordingly. Also, through
the sexual abuse she may have learned to use her body and sex to
manipulate people to get what she wants. She may also believe that
what she wants is sex, but never find it fulfilling.
All those feelings and more can lead to a life of desperation resulting
in self-destructive behaviors such as:
• Promiscuity
• Addiction to drugs
• Alcohol abuse
• Cutting and other forms of self-mutilation
• Prostitution
• Failed marriages
• Deep depression
• Anorexia, bulimia and other eating disorders
• Poor relational skills
When you add one or more of these self-destructive behaviors to the
trauma you’re already experiencing from your sexual abuse, the result is devastating. Although these behaviors may be totally understandable under the circumstances, they only serve to prolong and
worsen your trauma.
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One woman expressed, “I’m already damaged goods anyway, so if it
feels good, I might as well use sex as a tool for manipulation and control.” Note that there is an embedded lie here: you are not damaged
goods because of what someone else did to you. But the shame one
feels from abuse often drives a woman to despise herself and “punish” herself by engaging in self-destructive behaviors.
One of the keys to your healing is to recognize and acknowledge any
self-destructive behaviors in your life, to denounce them as part of
your abuse, and abandon them.
Some of those behaviors are not easy to walk away from. You may
need to seek help through therapy, a recovery or 12-Step program,
and close friends to break free from the bondage of these things.
Your journey may take considerable time and be difficult as you experience setbacks and challenges associated with leaving an addiction.
Finding freedom from self-destructive behaviors is an integral part
of your healing from the trauma of sexual abuse. Following are three
steps toward freedom from unhealthy coping methods:
1.

Your first step is admitting or acknowledging that
you are engaging in an unhealthy coping method.
Acknowledge this to others, like this group, to help
your resolve to abandon this practice.

2.

Next, seek the necessary help to remove this behavior
from your life and take the steps they prescribe to
help you break free.

3.

Stay with it and watch yourself heal. Make yourself
accountable to one or more individuals who love you
and will stand by you.
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The shame you feel says, “You are bad” and leads to self-destructive
behaviors. By changing your thoughts to: “Something bad happened
to me,” you can learn to extend grace to yourself and do things that
help rather than harm you.
You’ve already suffered enough from the trauma of your sexual
abuse. Unhealthy coping methods worsen and prolong your pain.
Decide now to take the necessary steps to abandon any of those behaviors. Use your journal to identify and acknowledge any unhealthy
coping methods.

DEBRIEF HEALING ACTION 5: ADMIT TO POOR CHOICES
AND ABANDON UNHEALTHY COPING METHODS
Facilitator Note: Read out loud, (or have group participants read
aloud) the bulleted list and last paragraph on page 91, and numbers 1,2, & 3 on page 92. (This is on pages 87 & 88 in the Participant
Manual.)
1.

According to your notes, what leads to self-destructive
behaviors?

2.

What is the first step to freeing yourself from selfdestructive behaviors?

3.

We are on week 6 of an 8-week program. It’s time to
start considering what your next steps will be after
this group ends. Using Lisa’s story as an example, what
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are some next steps you could take? (Facilitator note:
See possible responses below.)

4.

a.

Consider getting help for a self-destructive
behavior or addiction.

b.

If you’ve had an abortion, you may want to
consider joining an 8-week AbAnon group to
process and heal from that.

c.

Each of you has learned how to share your
story of sexual abuse. A good next step would
be to identify someone outside this group
you can share your story with. How might this
benefit you and the person with whom you
share?

Like Lisa, maybe you dropped out of school, or didn’t
allow yourself to dream big. Knowing your true value
and worth, what would you like to pursue?

GROUP MEMBER STORY
After a participant has shared her story debrief:
1.

If you shared today (tonight) how are you feeling right
now?
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2.

In what ways has it helped the rest of you to hear this
woman’s story?

CLOSING
Facilitator Note: Be aware of the temperature of the group.
Provide a word of encouragement if needed.
1.

Is there anything else you’d like to bring up to the
group tonight?

2.

In what way can we support you this week?

PREPARE FOR THE NEXT SESSION
Please read Session Seven: Carol’s story and the Healing Action.
Respond to the corresponding questions. We will discuss your responses during our group meeting next week.

CONTINUE JOURNALING
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WELCOME!
Facilitator Note: Ask participants, “How was your week?”
Holding a grudge is like giving the offender free rent in your head.
— Unknown

CAROL’S STORY
Please read the following true story and reflect on the questions
that follow.
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When I was four years old, my father began molesting me in various
ways. At that young age, I didn’t understand that what Daddy was asking me to do wasn’t right. When I was perhaps eight, nine and ten, he
manipulated me with the words, “You don’t want me to have an affair
with another woman and leave home do you?” Out of fear, I yielded to
his demands. In similar ways, he often threatened me, manipulated me
and controlled me.
About that time, my father pressured Mom to get a job. She started working evenings, which got her out of the house giving him more opportunity to engage in his secret acts. At the time, I thought my mom probably
suspected what he was up to, but she was passive and fearful, so she said
nothing. But there was a lot of unspoken tension in our home. My older
brother also sensed that something wasn’t right.
Dad abused me frequently until I was 13. The older I got, the more I realized that what he was doing was wrong. We lived in a small town and
13 was about the age when girls started dating. I wanted to date and
decided I had had enough, so I convinced him to stop.
I started dating at 13 and had a steady boyfriend who was 16. Because
of my upbringing, I didn’t know how to resist the advances of a young
man. For my age, I knew too much and had experienced too much. I felt
separated from my peers. I carried a lot of shame.
Meanwhile, Dad still would make his advances and try to catch me naked in the shower. There was no lock on the bathroom door. One evening
I was in the shower getting ready for a date when my dad walked in on
me and I had had enough.
That night my boyfriend could tell something was wrong, so I spilled my
guts and told him everything. But instead of offering me sympathy, he
said it was all my fault. That was the end of that relationship.
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I was really struggling trying to hold all my hurt inside, feeling like I might
implode. I didn’t want to go to college, but I knew I had to get far away
from home, so I joined the Air Force.
Now, away from home and our small town, I felt like a volcano inside
wanting to erupt. My pain, shame and guilt spewed from every pore of
my being. For about two-and-a-half years, I succumbed to a deep depression. I didn’t know what to do or how to process my pain.
Despairing for a solution, I began smoking pot and taking drugs, just trying to handle my feelings. I entered and exited a series of relationships
with guys and used sex to manipulate and control them just as I had
been taught. These sexual escapades were vengeful and my behavior
self-destructive. I hurt a lot of men.
I felt trapped, looked desperately for a way out, but wasn’t finding it. I
read psychology and self-help books but found no healing in them. I
turned to Eastern religions, but they didn’t heal my heart either. I ran into
dead-end after dead-end.
After Tech School, I requested assignment in Germany because my brother was stationed there, but I got orders to Japan. There I met a guy named
Dave. He was different than the other guys. We were just good friends. He
was a Christian and that puzzled me about him. He was always kind, full
of joy, and unashamed of his faith. He talked to me often about Jesus
Christ, but I was still looking elsewhere for healing.
I met with counselors, talked to friends, and finally went to a chaplain.
When I told him about my past, he became violently angry. He told me to
write my parents a scathing letter and report my dad to the police. That
night I got high on drugs and wrote a letter to my parents. It really hurt
my mom, but she never let my dad see it. I didn’t feel right about reporting him to the police, so I didn’t.
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Sometime after this, I met with some Japanese business owners. They
ran a bar that was a front for prostitution. They told me there was a lot
of money in prostitution and that as an American I would be a novelty
among the Japanese men.
I was genuinely considering their offer. But as I walked back to the base
that evening, I heard a voice telling me, “You are at a crossroads. If you take
the path of prostitution, you will never return. But there is another way.”
My despair was so deep I began contemplating killing myself. In this state
of mind, I went to work that night. Dave was working the same shift. I
told him, “I’m at the end of my rope and don’t know what to do.” Dave
said, “Your problems are too big for you to carry. You need Jesus to carry
them for you.”
What he said was perplexing. I didn’t understand it, but it struck a note
with me. So, when I got home after work I thought, “Heck, I’ve tried everything else, why not?” I got down on my knees and prayed, “God, if you’re
real, and if Jesus would actually carry my burdens for me, then come into
to my life.”
My feeble prayer was sincere, and I went to bed that night. That was my
Friday night, so I had the whole weekend in front of me. When I woke
up the next day, I scrounged through my stuff and pulled out a New
Testament.
A guy named Larry had given it to me. I had met Larry during Tech School
and knew him to be quite a partier. He was drinking and doing drugs
like everyone else. But after Tech School, I went to Delaware for some final training before being shipped off to Japan. When I got there, I saw
Larry again, but he was different, completely changed. His face literally
glowed. He oozed cleanness. He had given his life to Christ and his life
was transformed. But at the time, I didn’t think Christ could do the same
for me. I felt too dirty. Larry’s uncleanness hadn’t seemed as bad as mine.
Now I knew differently!
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I spent the entire weekend reading the New Testament and Jesus came
alive to me in its pages. I remember thinking, “Jesus is the most amazing person the world has ever seen.” Jesus drew me in. He was so loving
and winsome!
Shortly after giving my life to Jesus, I met Chris. He was also a Christian.
Then, just weeks after we met, we were both sent TDY to Korea. I’m convinced that God sent Chris to give me a new life, a fresh start. He was so
kind and accepting. I now knew that I was on a path of healing.
Chris and I became engaged and got married very quickly and I got pregnant right away. Up until then, the military had been a pressure-cooker
for me. I experienced a lot of sexual harassment. Some was brought on by
me and some was not. My pregnancy gave me the option for discharge
from the Air Force, so I took it.
Soon after we were married, I was standing in the kitchen preparing a
meal. I was just minding my own business when I distinctly heard God
say to me, “You need to forgive your dad.” I immediately feared that my
dad would try to manipulate me again, but I told God, “I don’t know how
to forgive him. You’ll have to show me how.” And God began to change
my heart.
We got assigned back to the US and we started attending church and
really began growing in our relationship with Christ. I started to understand that as long as I saw myself as a victim, I would be chained to that.
I would be its slave. When you become victimized, a part of you dies and
you get stuck. I felt as though I was wrapped up in many layers of guilt
and shame. But God began peeling off these old layers little by little and
setting me free.
I know now that Satan is the evil one. Jesus said that the devil came to
steal, kill and destroy, but that Jesus came to give us life to the full. When
we’re abused, Satan holds us captive in this tangle of wounds. We hate it,
but because it’s familiar, we’re afraid to part with it.
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I came to a point where I forgave my dad in my heart and Jesus set me
free from the shame, pain, anger and hatred. Now that we were back in
the US, we began a relationship with my parents. In the process, I found
out that my dad had been badly abused as a child. He had been beaten
and passed around from home to home and never finished high school.
He too was a victim needing help.
I now realized that he was a product of what he grew up with. At the
same time, I was overwhelmed by the magnificent grace of God in my
life. And because I was a recipient of His great gift, I needed to share it
with my parents and with others.
I had a good talk with my mom and forgave her too. She had known all
those years about the sexual abuse but had been afraid to do anything
because it would have put her out on her own and she didn’t know how
she would have supported us two kids.
At 58, my mom got cancer. Through her illness, she gave her life to Christ
and was cancer-free for the next eight years. But all the while, my dad
kept undermining her faith and finally talked her out of following Jesus.
I believe he did this out of the great sense of guilt he carried for what he
had done. He didn’t consider himself worthy of Christ’s forgiveness, so
why should anyone else enjoy it?
After eight years her cancer came back. On her deathbed she saw “houses in heaven.” She slipped into a coma for many days. One day I was
sitting with her not knowing whether she could hear me. I encouraged
her to put her trust in Christ for her eternal destiny. Suddenly, she sat bolt
upright in bed, looked at me and said, “Honey, I do believe!” And then she
lay back down in a coma. She passed a few days later.
With mom gone, one of my greatest fears reemerged. My brother was
away, so it was just Dad and me. Within the next two years, Dad went
through two quick marriages and divorces. He was still living a very troubled existence.
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Dad’s health began failing. Chris and I invited him to move in with us so I
could care for him. God filled me with so much grace and forgiveness for
my dad that I was able to bathe him every few days and do so without
fear.
As Dad’s health worsened, I’d ask him, “Dad, don’t you have any spiritual
questions as you draw near death?” To which he always responded, “No!”
Then, towards the end of his life, he asked me one day if I heard singing. His mind was still very sharp, so I knew this wasn’t dementia. He explained further, “It sounds like a choir singing to me.” Not knowing what
else to say, I said, “Dad, I think it’s angels.”
A day or two later, I came in and greeted my dad in the morning. He said,
“Honey, thank you for staying with me last night. You sat on the bed and
held my hand.” I told him that wasn’t me and that it must have been the
Lord. Dad was stunned.
Then he said, “I need to say ‘Goodbye’ to you. I’m leaving soon.” With that
I told my dad once again that God loved him so much that he sent his
Son Jesus to die for his sins. All he had to do is receive His gift of forgiveness and that he could spend eternity in heaven with mom and me.
Dad’s eyes welled up with tears. I asked him, “Dad, would you like that?”
He said, “Yes!” And he prayed and asked Jesus into his heart.
A couple of days later, we were gathered around his bed. He was laboring
to breath. Then, he looked up and his eyes got bright—like those of a
little child. He smiled and then he stopped breathing. The air was electrified! We felt the tangible presence of God in the room!
The years of brokenness and sin that I experienced brought my mom and
dad to Christ. Jesus Christ redeemed all those lost years of misery and He
healed me. Jesus is the reason I can share my story freely with you today.
If you haven’t yet experienced the forgiveness and freedom that Jesus offers, I plead with you to surrender your life to Him today.
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DISCUSS CAROL’S STORY
1.

In what ways can you identify with Carol’s story? What
were you feeling?

2.

In what ways did Carol’s abuse affect her?

3.

To what extent do you think Jesus Christ could do for
you what He did for Carol?

4.

What else are you taking away from Carol’s story to
help you process your abuse experience?

HOW WE HEAL FROM SEXUAL ABUSE
HEALING ACTION 6: HEALING REQUIRES BOTH RECEIVING
AND EXTENDING FORGIVENESS
By now in this manual, you’ve read the stories of six women who are
survivors of sexual abuse. All these women expressed the vital role
that forgiveness played in their healing.
Forgiveness is incredibly restorative. Receiving and extending
forgiveness offers you a cleansing, renewed emotional outlook.
Receiving and extending forgiveness is vital to your healing process.
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You might be wondering why we would be talking about receiving
forgiveness since you were the one abused. To be clear, we’re not
talking about a need for forgiveness for the abuse you experienced.
We’ve already settled the fact that the abuse was not your fault.
However, women who have been sexually abused usually feel a tremendous sense of shame and guilt associated with their abuse. We
express feeling dirty, soiled, and like trash. Even though we did not
bring the abuse upon ourselves, we feel a need for cleansing. But
how and from whom?
Also, as we’ve seen, the sexual abuse we experienced has often driven us to poor choices and unhealthy behaviors. In anger, frustration,
shame or fear, we may have lashed out at others. Under the weight of
great depression, we may have resorted to self-destructive behaviors
or tried to numb the pain with drugs, alcohol and sex. Although we
were not responsible for our abuse, we are responsible for our responses to it. And for this reason, we need to receive forgiveness ourselves.
This week you read Carol’s story. Remember that night that she went
to work after considering a life of prostitution? She told her co-worker
Dave, “I’m at the end of my rope and don’t know what to do.” And
Dave said, “Your problems are too big for you to carry. You need Jesus
to carry them for you.”
Carol admits that what Dave said was perplexing. She said, “I didn’t
understand it, but it struck a note with me. So, when I got home after
work I thought, ‘Heck, I’ve tried everything else, why not?’ I got down
on my knees and prayed, ‘God, if you’re real, and if Jesus would actually carry my burdens for me, then come into to my life.’”
Carol’s feeble prayer was sincere. Jesus came into her life and began
to transform her. She explains:
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When you become victimized, a part of you dies and you get
stuck. I felt as though I was wrapped up in many layers of guilt
and shame. But God began peeling off these old layers little by
little and setting me free.
Jesus Christ redeemed all those lost years of misery and He healed
me. Jesus is the reason I can share my story freely with you today. If
you haven’t yet experienced the forgiveness and freedom that Jesus
offers, I plead with you to surrender your life to Him today.
If you were to meet Carol today, you would see a strong, vibrant
woman who is no longer a victim, but lives victoriously in her life with
Christ. She and her husband Chris are leaders in their community and
a joy to be around.
Carol mentions that after inviting Jesus into her life, she spent considerable time reading the New Testament and falling in love with Jesus.
Carol’s story is similar to that of a woman in the Bible who also encountered Jesus. One day, a Pharisee (a religious leader) invited Jesus
to dinner. The customs of that day and place were very different than
what we’re used to. Jesus and the other guests reclined on the floor
around a low table for the meal.
When a certain immoral woman from that city heard Jesus was
eating there, she brought a beautiful alabaster jar filled with expensive perfume. Then she knelt behind him at his feet, weeping.
Her tears fell on his feet, and she wiped them off with her hair.
Then she kept kissing his feet and putting perfume on them.
When the Pharisee who had invited him saw this, he said to
himself, “If this man were a prophet, he would know what
kind of woman is touching him. She’s a sinner!” Then Jesus answered his thoughts. “Simon,” he said to the Pharisee, “I have
something to say to you.”
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“Go ahead, Teacher,” Simon replied.
Then Jesus told him this story: “A man loaned money to two
people—500 pieces of silver to one and 50 pieces to the other. But neither of them could repay him, so he kindly forgave
them both, canceling their debts. Who do you suppose loved
him more after that?”
Simon answered, “I suppose the one for whom he canceled
the larger debt.”
“That’s right,” Jesus said. Then he turned to the woman and
said to Simon, “Look at this woman kneeling here. When I entered your home, you didn’t offer me water to wash the dust
from my feet, but she has washed them with her tears and
wiped them with her hair. You didn’t greet me with a kiss, but
from the time I first came in, she has not stopped kissing my
feet. You neglected the courtesy of olive oil to anoint my head,
but she has anointed my feet with rare perfume.
“I tell you, her sins—and they are many—have been forgiven,
so she has shown me much love. But a person who is forgiven little shows only little love.” Then Jesus said to the woman,
“Your sins are forgiven. Your faith has saved you; go in peace.”
(Luke 7:36-50 NLT)
We don’t know the background story of this woman other than that
she had lived an immoral life. Perhaps she had been sexually abused
as well. But we know that she had been weighed down with the
shame and guilt of her past. We also see how quick others were to
judge and condemn her. In fact, not understanding the culture of
that day, some might be repulsed or put off today by this woman’s
unusual actions toward Jesus.
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But she came to Jesus believing that He could forgive her and cleanse
her from her past. She came to Him humbly and expressed her great
love for Him in these tender acts of affection and gratitude. Jesus,
knowing her past, was not ashamed to be associated with her but
accepted her as she was. He allowed her to serve Him in this loving
way and because of her faith or trust in Him, He forgave her all her
sins—without reservation and He gave her a new life.
Today, Jesus extends this same invitation to each of us. Jesus says,
“Come to me, all of you who are weary and carry heavy burdens, and
I will give you rest.” (Matthew 11:28) Regardless of our past and what
we’ve done or what was done to us, Jesus can forgive us and cleanse
us from all guilt and shame and give us a new life. Jesus has the authority to do this because He is God’s Son.
His forgiveness is nothing we can earn. We’re helpless to do that.
Instead, Jesus paid for our sins by dying on the cross and rising from
the dead. By simply trusting Him, He forgives us and reconciles us
with God.
All the women whose stories you’ve read in this manual have experienced this forgiveness from Jesus. But we didn’t want to overwhelm
you, so we held back that element of their stories until the end. You
can read about how they came to faith in Jesus in the Epilogue. Jesus
has helped them heal from their abuse and given them a new life. As
one woman put it, “He gave me my innocence back.”
Our intent is not to convert you to some religion or force a belief on
you. We simply want to introduce you to the Person of Jesus Christ
and share with you what He has done in our lives and what He can do
for you too. Because of this, we feel we would be remiss if we did not
share Jesus’ amazing and deep love for you and the cleansing and
forgiveness you can experience through knowing Him.
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Whether you choose to follow Jesus or not, we still love and respect
you and desire to assist you in your healing process. If you would like
to experience God’s forgiveness, following is a prayer of repentance:
Thank you, Jesus for dying for me. Thank you for accepting
me as I am. Please forgive me my sins and cleanse me from
the burden of guilt and shame that I’ve carried. I love you and
thank you for loving me. Amen.
In addition to receiving forgiveness, it’s also vital to our healing that
we extend forgiveness.

EXTENDING FORGIVENESS
You might be wondering, “Why do I even need to consider extending
forgiveness to someone who abused me?”
From an emotional and spiritual standpoint, extending forgiveness is
something that’s done from a position of power and authority. Like
Carol explained above, when we see ourselves as victims, we’re powerless and chained by that mentality. But when we extend forgiveness, we break free from a victim mentality.
Forgiveness is something we must give freely. No one can demand
or pry forgiveness from us. For forgiveness to be genuine, it must be
given willingly. When we forgive our offender, we do so by exercising
our will with grace and mercy.
Conversely, when we withhold forgiveness and hold a grudge against
someone, we thereby admit that they hold power over us. We thereby grant them “free rent” in our mind and thoughts. As Jenny put it
in her story, “Holding a grudge is like taking poison and hoping the
other person will die.” Our bitterness and anger toward our offender
keep us victims of their abuse.
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Holding a grudge and withholding forgiveness eats away at us. It consumes us and makes us bitter, cynical, and untrusting. This attitude
oozes out of us affecting even those we love. This is why extending
forgiveness is so vital to our healing from sexual abuse.
As you read Carol’s story this week and how she forgave her dad and
became his caregiver, perhaps you thought, “I could never do that!”
Carol’s story is truly unique. God doesn’t ask everyone to do what she,
Laurel or Lisa did in becoming their dad’s (their offender’s) caregiver.
In Jenny’s story from week two, she explains the path she chose to
forgive her abuser:
Having experienced Christ’s forgiveness for me, I felt compelled to forgive Ted. When I forgave Ted, it did NOT mean
that what he did was now somehow okay. What he did was
awful. My forgiving him also doesn’t mean that I want a relationship with him. For obvious reasons, I’ve chosen not to
establish contact or a relationship with him. I trust God, but I
don’t trust Ted. I know that this plays out differently for other
women who have been abused, but that’s how I’ve chosen to
move forward.
As part of this week’s healing action, we encourage you to consider
extending forgiveness to those who abused you. How do you do that?
Here are some principles and suggestions for extending forgiveness:
1.

To forgive someone who has sexually abused you, it
is not necessary to communicate with that person.
Often a perpetrator denies the abuse anyway, so if
you were to tell them that you forgive them, they
would probably take offence and only trouble you.
This goes even for someone with whom you still have
regular contact.
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2.

This act of forgiving your abuser is primarily for your
peace of mind, not theirs. The exception to this would
be the rare case in which your abuser comes to you
willingly in remorse and contrition, begging your
forgiveness for what they did to you.

3.

One of the best ways to forgive your offender is to
simply talk to God. Ask Him to help you forgive that
person. Then simply tell God that you forgive them.
“God, I forgive (person’s name) for what they did to
me. Please help me live now in a forgiven state, free
from the torment of the abuse.”

4.

If you occasionally still see the person who abused
you, be sure to maintain strict boundaries to protect
yourself. Having boundaries is not only okay, but
healthy. By forgiving that person, you have changed,
but they may not have changed. And any interaction
you do have with them should demonstrate the fact
that you have forgiven them.

5.

From time to time as memories of your abuse surface,
you may find yourself struggling with hate and
malice toward your abuser. This is natural. But remind
yourself that you’ve forgiven them. So, you no longer
have to let those thoughts dominate and plague
your mind. Forgiving and forgetting are not the same
thing. Don’t feel guilty about not forgetting even
after you have forgiven. But with time, those caustic
feelings toward your abuser will lessen.

Both receiving and extending forgiveness are vital for your continued healing. If you have any questions or would like someone to walk
with you through this process, please talk to one of your facilitators.
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DEBRIEF HEALING ACTION 6: HEALING REQUIRES BOTH
RECEIVING AND EXTENDING FORGIVENESS
1.

What stood out for you, or what challenges do you
find in this healing action?

2.

Forgiveness is often a process. Where are you in that
process?

3.

What is the difference between forgiving and
forgetting?

4.

Why is extending forgiveness so crucial to our
healing?

GROUP MEMBER’S STORY
1.

If you shared today (tonight) how are you feeling right
now?

2.

In what ways has it helped the rest of you to hear this
woman’s story?
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CLOSING
Facilitator Note: Be aware of the temperature of the group.
Provide a word of encouragement if needed.
1.

Is there anything else you’d like to bring up to the
group tonight?

2.

In what way can we support you this week?

PREPARE FOR THE NEXT SESSION
Please read Session Eight: Heather’s story and the Healing Action.
Respond to the corresponding questions. We will discuss your responses during our group meeting next week.
1.

Please be ready to share with your group any progress
you’ve made toward healing over the past eight
weeks.

2.

What decisions or next steps have you taken to
continue your healing process?
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CONTINUE JOURNALING
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Session Eight
WELCOME!
Facilitator Note: Congratulate your group participants for persevering and completing the program.
Sooner or later you act out what you really believe. – Unknown

HEATHER’S STORY
Please read the following true story and reflect on the questions
that follow.
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My life was a mess from the very beginning. My biological dad was an alcoholic and physically abusive, so my parents divorced when I was three.
My mom remarried a few years later and when I was eight years old, my
stepdad sexually abused me. He would get up very early and sneak into
my room. I tried to just lay there pretending I was asleep and each time,
after he had sexually molested me, he’d go in and shower.
The abuse went on for about a year, but its impact on my life lasted decades. I grew up overnight because of what my stepdad did to me. But I
kept the abuse secret for fear of what people would think of me. Besides, I
was terrified that it would devastate my mom. She had battled severe depression and anger for as long as I can remember, and I knew this would
crush her. My childhood was unstable. Shame became my constant companion and I learned to stuff my feelings.
When I was in junior high, I felt like I belonged anywhere but at home.
During those years I connected my self-worth to my performance and
became obsessed with perfection on a quest to be noticed and accepted
by others.
As I entered high school, I was in turmoil and concluded that there was no
hope for me. I bounced between three high schools. I became infatuated
with a boy and started smoking pot and cigarettes by the end of my junior year. My shame spawned bitterness and resentment. I felt miserable
living this way but continued anyway compounding my hopelessness.
Till now, I had spent my life burying the secret of my abuse. But after
graduation, as I prepared to leave home for college, I feared for my little
eight-year-old sister, so I told my mom about my abuse. She urged me to
go to counseling, so when I arrived at college in another state, I went to
see a counselor. When I told her of my sexual abuse, she was bound by
law to report it and my step-dad went to prison for five years. (It came out
that he had been sexually abused by an uncle when he was a boy.)
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When my stepdad went to prison, he and my mom lost their family business and my family crumbled. As I had feared, these events plunged my
mom into deep depression. And my siblings (I’m the oldest of four) were
left to pick up the pieces while my mom slept for weeks at a time.
I tried to outrun my problems by moving and continued to fill my need
for acceptance and fulfillment with more drugs and more guys, only to
be left feeling even more worthless and empty.
I returned to my hometown and moved in with my boyfriend Neil less
than a year later. We got pregnant twice in two years and got married.
As long as Neil was happy, so was I... for a while. But my unmet, unvoiced
expectations became too much for him and my emotional roller-coaster
was making us both crazy. Twice during that time, I became involved in
emotional affairs. It scared me that I was beginning to act like my mom.
Above all else, I didn’t want to be like my mom!
I would have flashbacks of the sexual abuse that I had experienced.
When Neil would take a shower, my mind went back to my childhood,
when I would lay in bed after my stepdad had violated me and listen as
he showered. I would go on these dark rabbit trails and stay there for
months. I was trapped in the mindset that I would always be broken.
The emotional baggage I had carried around for 33 years was now affecting my physical health and I was experiencing paralyzing anxiety
attacks. I felt so alone.
About that time, I was invited to attend a retreat for women who were
victims of childhood trauma. Through that experience, the chains of
shame and guilt were broken, and I encountered healing for the first time.
For so long I had believed lies: that the abuse was my fault, that I would
always be a victim, that I would never be good enough, and that I would
never be worthy. But now I saw that I didn’t have to live as a victim anymore. The abuse no longer had to control my life. By sharing my story
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openly, it was no longer lurking in the dark recesses, but was exposed to
the light.
I began changing, but Neil and I continued to grow further and further
apart. In his mind, all I wanted to do was change him, and his love for
drugs, money, control and pride won every fight.
Once again, I slipped back into depression, numbing my pain by getting
stoned. I asked Neil for a divorce after he was in a drunk driving accident,
and not long after he found out about my third emotional affair. This
rocked Neil and drove him to clean up his life. Meanwhile, I boldly continued my affair.
But Neil had changed. He was loving me right through all the pain I was
putting him through. He daily pursued me and invited me back into relationship with him. This went on for over a month. We had a saying on
our wall that said, “With God all things are possible.” He asked me one
day why I put it on the wall if I didn’t believe it. This broke me, I could no
longer deny that I was living a lie.
I broke off the affair and agreed to start over in my life and marriage with
Neil. Neil and I became friends, fell in love. And over the next few years,
Neil and I experienced marital bliss. We built a house, found a home
church, and joined a small group.
But soon, I found myself exhausted seeking the approval of others. I still
kept the secret places of my heart off limits. And once again, I found myself in a dark place, characterized by a season of rejection, loss and grief.
So, one by one, with a crazy amount of therapy, I have demolished the
lies and strongholds that kept me from fully enjoying my life. Gone are
the cigarettes, benzos, marijuana, and alcohol with which I had tried to
numb my pain and escape my past. I’m no longer a victim but a victor!
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DISCUSS HEATHER’S STORY
1.

In what ways can you identify with Heather’s story?
What were you feeling?

2.

In what ways did Heather’s abuse affect her?

3.

What are the similarities you see between Heather’s
response to her abuse and your response to your
abuse? (Facilitator note: Possible responses include:
Perfectionism, performance, seeking approval and
acceptance.)

HOW WE HEAL FROM SEXUAL ABUSE
HEALING ACTION 7: BELIEVE YOU CAN EXPERIENCE
HEALING
Believing that you can experience healing is essential to your healing
process. But there are some challenges to that belief you will have
to face and battle along the way. Some of those challenges to belief
include things like:
• “I fear the unknown, especially because I think I have
repressed memories.”
• “I’ve been suffering for so many years, why should I
believe things will be any different now?”
• “My family still insists the abuse never happened.”
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• “I’ve already experienced so much pain! I don’t know if
I can handle this.”
• “What if I’m just imagining the abuse?”
• “My life is such a mess. I don’t think there’s any hope for
me.”
And you will probably encounter other questions and doubts that
will challenge your belief that you can experience healing. Dr. Renee
Fredrickson specializes in helping the sexually abused heal. She assures us that healing and renewal are gifts available to all.22
Also, all the stories included in this manual demonstrate the hope and
belief that anyone can find healing and recovery from sexual abuse.
These women have overcome incredible odds to get where they are
today—in happy, healthy relationships, and functioning well.
Many of the Healing Actions we’ve talked about can help you maintain and strengthen your belief that you can experience healing and
renewal. Telling your story, engaging in community, replacing lies with
truth, discovering repressed memories, and abandoning unhealthy
coping methods all aid you in your belief that healing is attainable.
Among the Healing Actions, we’ve especially found community to be
significant in this regard. And think about it, when we become fearful
and depressed, we generally isolate. And in our isolation, our outlook
typically worsens!
Lean into your relationships with the women in your group. Get to
know each other and spend time with each other. An ancient proverb explains:
Two people are better off than one, for they can help each
other succeed. If one person falls, the other can reach out and
help. But someone who falls alone is in real trouble.23
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Another important way to keep your “belief muscle” strong is to
exercise it. What we mean is, keep moving forward and journal
your progress. Even if you’re only progressing incrementally at first,
monitoring your progress will motivate you to keep going. And
your progress will strengthen your belief that you can do this. Also,
as you journal, go back to past days, weeks, and months and remember how far you’ve come.

DEBRIEF HEALING ACTION 7: BELIEVE YOU CAN
EXPERIENCE HEALING
1.

To what extent do you believe you can be healed?

2.

Consider the scale below:
1 = “I remain a victim” and 10 = “I am a victorious
survivor.”

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

On that scale of 1 to 10, where would you say you
are in the healing process? What does a victorious
survivor look like for you? (Facilitator may want to
share first to cast vision for the group.)

3.

We strategically call this curriculum Victims No More.
What connection do you see between experiencing
healing and no longer feeling like a victim? (Healing is
not necessarily the absence of pain.)
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CLOSING
Facilitator Note: See protocol, “How to Adjourn Your Group” found
on resource page at savanon.org. Provide encouragement and instructions as needed.

WHERE DO YOU GO FROM HERE?
Even though we’re at the end of this eight-week program, there are
many other actions you can take to continue your healing process.
We readily admit that Victims No Longer most likely represents just
one element of your healing. Below are some other things to consider, choose one or more and keep moving forward. Don’t lose the
momentum and the ground that you’ve gained during these last
eight weeks.
• Make an appointment to see a counselor, especially
if you suspect that you have repressed memories or
suffer from dissociation. Make sure that the counselor
you find has expertise in those areas. Your facilitators
may be able to refer you to such a counselor.
• Consider asking one or more of the women in your
group to meet with you weekly as a confidant. Keep
journaling your progress and share your joys and
struggles with each other. Hold each other accountable
and support one another.
• You may wish to go through another 8-week Victims
No More experience with a different group of women.
Healing from sexual abuse often occurs “in layers,” so
you may find it helpful to go through this experience
with a different group of women.
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• Talk with your facilitators, share with them where you
are in your progress and ask them to suggest other
possible next steps.
• In Carol’s story, she found great help and comfort in
reading the New Testament. If you don’t own a Bible,
we can get one for you, You can order one on Amazon,
or you can download a free Bible app on your phone.
Your facilitators may be able to provide some helpful
suggestions in this regard.
• If you would like to hear more about God and
Jesus Christ, please let us know and we can provide
additional resources and opportunities for you.

Thank you for being a part of this 8-week experience with us.
No doubt your being here has contributed greatly to the
healing of us all in this group!
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The Rest of Their Stories
JENNY’S STORY
Just before my 14th birthday, I was attending church. The wife of the
youth pastor showed me what genuine love looked like and I desperately
wanted what she had. So, I surrendered my life to Christ.
When I experienced Christ’s forgiveness, I felt compelled to forgive Ted.
Having forgiven Ted, I no longer have that heavy weight of bitterness
in my heart against him. I feel freer now than ever. My earnest prayer is
that Ted would surrender his life to Christ, knowing that only Christ can
forgive the horrible things he did and make him clean. I’ve experienced
the supernatural power of Jesus Christ to heal and free, so I know Christ
could do this.
My husband Rick and I are still madly in love and we’re raising three wonderful boys. The life I’m living today in contrast to my childhood is only
something that God could redeem, remake and restore.
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TARA’S STORY
That night after Troy tried to rape me again in his truck, when I was alone,
I cried out to God. It’s difficult to explain, but for the first time I recognized
how desperately I needed Him in my life.
That night I surrendered my life to Christ and felt His presence so strongly.
I felt the warmth of His forgiveness and He did what I had not thought
was possible—He restored my purity. Everything became crystal clear.
The chains of abuse and self-loathing fell away and I was free. I found
approval from God that no man or woman could provide. My heavenly Father gave me what my earthly father could not. That night my life
changed profoundly!
Today, I am happily married to Jason, the love of my life. We have two
beautiful children and we are living in the fullness of life that Christ offers those who trust Him. I hear that Troy may be in prison today. I pray
that he finds forgiveness and freedom through Christ as I did. God has released me from my bondage to shame. God has restored what was taken
from me.

GLENDIE’S STORY
When I faced the truth about my abortion, I learned to trust God, and
now I wanted Him to expose other lies that I had been believing and to
lift the other white walls in my mind. In this way, God was healing me as
He peeled back various layers of hurt.
I cannot emphasize enough the role that Jesus Christ played in my healing. Jesus said, “I am the way, the truth and the life. No one comes to
the Father but through Me.” (John 14:6) He is truth. He exposes the lies
in our life with the light of His truth. He cleanses us from sin and even
from the filth of others’ sins inflicted upon us. He offers unconditional
love and acceptance.
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As a survivor, I can live life as a whole individual with the abuse, abortion
and lies firmly under my feet! For the first time in my life I feel comfortable
in my own skin. I am free. I am whole. I am loved! And I have great purpose in telling others they can be free too, through the redeeming love of
Jesus Christ.
Isaiah 12:4 is my life verse. It says this, “In that day you will say; Give
thanks to the Lord, call upon His name, make known among the nations
what He has done and proclaim that His name is exalted.” (NIV)
What Jesus has done in my life is miraculous, beautiful, redeeming and
possible for you too.

LAUREL’S STORY
My whole experience with my sister Debbie taught me how much God
loves me and wants to be involved in my life. When Debbie and I were
very young, Mom had dropped us off at Sunday School at the Community
Church in Medical Lake. There, my sister and I trusted Jesus to save us
from our sins and reconcile us to God.
If you were to see me today, you would not think me the same person
I’ve described above. I am living a blessed life, something I didn’t believe
possible years ago! A friend of mine says, “Anesthesia for spiritual surgery (what I so badly needed) is community.” She was right. God gave me
a wonderful, loving, understanding husband and surrounded me with
others that had been through similar experiences.
With their help and the loving relationship I enjoy with Jesus Christ, I’m
calm, relaxed, confident, and a lot further down the road to healing.
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LISA’S STORY
My husband Charlie was a Christian but not walking with the Lord. Even
so, I saw Christ in him. Our young son got a serious virus and Charlie
prayed for his healing, promising to go back to church if God healed him.
God did heal our son, so Charlie went back to church. We had a daughter
now too, and Charlie would take the kids to church every Sunday.
Meanwhile, I was trying Buddhism and any other religion and philosophy that had nothing to do with God. I was struggling to reconcile the
concept of an all-powerful, loving God with what I had experienced and
done. But as I reflected on my life, I began seeing where God had protected me from myself and others in many ways. Charlie and I talked about
all these things.
One Sunday, I decided to go to church with my family to see what they
were indoctrinating them with. Also, my midwife was a Christian and had
been talking to me and praying for me. It was her church that Charlie and
the kids had been attending. I was pleasantly surprised to find that the
people in this church had a genuine relationship with Jesus Christ that
showed in their lives and the joy they exuded.
So, toward the end of 1999, I surrendered my life to Christ, asking Him to
forgive all my sins and cleanse me. I got baptized the following February.
A few months later I got pregnant again, but the ultrasound in June gave
the baby only a two-percent chance of survival.
This was a real turning point for me in my relationship with God. I wondered if He might be punishing me for all the awful things I had done.
But I concluded through reading the Bible and fellowship with other followers of Christ that He is a good and loving Father. And our little baby,
Nicolas, was going to die with or without the things I had done. God is
in control of life and death, I am not. Nicolas was due in December but
was born in October. He only lived for one hour and we loved him. Then
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he went home to be with the Lord. It was hard and beautiful at the same
time. I do not think I would have survived the ordeal without Christ.
Yet, I became depressed and fell into fits of anger and rage. I wondered
again, What’s wrong with me? Why can’t I just choose joy?
Then, in 2015, I was participating in the Spokane Bloomsday run. During
the run I sensed the Lord telling me to help the post-abortive. I got involved with AbAnon and experienced God’s healing from my abortions
on a level I had not before. I know now God called me to heal me. He is
always gracious and loving.
I hadn’t expected God’s forgiveness for what I had done, but He offers
unconditional forgiveness for those who put their trust in Jesus. So, I accepted His forgiveness and now I’m living the life I always dreamed of!
Jeremiah 17:7 “Blessed is the one who trusts in the Lord, whose confidence is in him.”
In 2008, my Dad had a stroke and ended up in a mental institution because during the stroke he had threatened to kill his wife, thinking she
was an intruder. (My mother had already passed away.)
At Charlie’s urging, I went to visit Dad in Tennessee. Charlie and I decided
to bring Dad home to live with us. So, we brought him back to Spokane
where we cared for him for four years. Just two weeks before he died, we
prayed with him and Dad gave his life to Christ. I was so thankful that
God had restored our relationship before he died.
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HEATHER’S STORY
When I was nine years old, my neighbor took me to a club at church
called AWANA. It was there that I first heard about Jesus. Then, in junior
high, my family started going to church. I asked Jesus into my heart when
I was 12 at camp and began spending a lot of time with my youth pastor
and his wife.
But as time went on, I was not living in the strength that Jesus offers. The
emotional baggage I had carried around for 33 years was now affecting
my physical health and I was experiencing paralyzing anxiety attacks. I
felt so alone. But God used that time to get me alone so I could hear His
voice again. I had become a co-dependent people-pleaser and it was killing me. Over the years, my life swung back and forth between following
Jesus and letting Him work in my life, and trying to do things on my own,
which always turned out bad.
Neil and I continued to grow further and further apart. In his mind, all
I wanted to do was change him. And his love for drugs, money, control
and pride won every fight.
Once again, I slipped back out of church and away from God and back
into depression, numbing my pain by getting stoned. I asked Neil for a
divorce after he was in a drunk driving accident, and not long after he
found out about my third emotional affair. This rocked Neil and drove
him to join a small group at church. Within a few weeks, he gave his life
to Jesus and got baptized. Meanwhile, I boldly continued my affair.
God began to do an amazing work in both of us. For the first time ever, I
accepted God’s gift of grace and forgiveness. Neil and I forgave each other, and I forgave myself. I know that God is not through changing me and
redeeming all the brokenness from my past. But the joy and blessings I’m
experiencing in Him have filled my life with hope and peace.
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Appendix A:
ANSWERS TO TOUGH QUESTIONS
Answering tough or puzzling questions is rarely only an intellectual matter. Many of the difficult questions that you will be asked will
probably arise out of strong emotions instead. For this reason, one of
the following responses may be more appropriate than an intellectual answer:
• “I’m so sorry. I can tell that this is a very difficult issue
for you.”
• “That’s really a tough question. Rather than try to
answer it now, may I suggest that you continue to seek
out an answer that satisfies you?”
• “I’ve asked the same question myself. I’ve concluded
that sometimes there isn’t an easy answer that will
satisfy our pain.”
• “That’s a hard question. Have any of the rest of you
ever wondered the same thing? How did you wrestle
through that question?”
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TOUGH QUESTIONS
1.

If God is so loving and all-powerful, why did He let me
suffer sexual abuse for so long or at all?
Response: “That’s a valid question! We know
from God’s Word that He hates sin. It grieves Him
very much that you were sexually abused. God is
continually reaching out to us. He wants relationship
with us. But mankind has pushed Him away. We’ve
wanted nothing to do with Him. And so we’ve gone
our own way and sexual abuse is just one of the ways
that we’ve rebelled against Him.
When we turn to Him and repent of our sins, He
receives us with open arms. I’m sure God wept when
He saw what was being done to you. It grieved His
heart greatly. But even now, you can experience
restoration and healing when you turn to Him.”

2.

How can a just God forgive a sexual abuser?
Response: “That’s a good question. There’s a two-part
answer to this question. The first part is that sin is so
awful to God that there’s no way anyone can pay for
their own sins. Jesus asked His disciples the rhetorical
question, “What can anyone give in exchange for
their soul?” (Matthew 16:26) Of course, the answer is
nothing. One’s soul is too precious, too valuable for
any of us to be able to pay for our sins or redeem our
lives. There is a universal law like the law of gravity
that states that sin must be atoned for or paid for. But
we can’t pay it.
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This is precisely why God sent His own Son, Jesus, to
die for your sins in our place. He died for you and me.
He even died for people like those who abused you.
And when God forgives someone because Jesus paid
their debt, He is just.
But here’s the catch—the second part of this
answer—Jesus’ gift of forgiveness of sins is free. He
graciously offers it to us, but we must receive it. We do
that by trusting Him. We place our trust in Him for the
forgiveness of our sins.
So, the abuser can be forgiven, but he or she must
repent and come to Jesus for the forgiveness of their
sins like anyone else.”

3.

My experience with Christians and the church is
they’re all a bunch of hypocrites.
Response: “I know exactly what you mean. In all
honesty, we must admit that we see hypocrites
everywhere: in political offices, in business, in sports,
and with those who hold to any religion, philosophy,
or code of ethics. Our problem is that we’re human.
And because we’re human, we fail. We’re sinful. We
blow it. We mess up. Christians are no exception.
The only exception to the indictment of being a
hypocrite is Jesus Christ Himself. When Jesus stood
trial before the Roman Governor Pilate, Pilate knew
that the religious leaders had arrested Him out of
jealousy. Three times Pilate declared in a court of law
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that he found “no guilt” in Jesus.
Jesus was God-in-the-flesh. He came to earth, lived
a sinless life—which was necessary to qualify Him as
the only one who could die for the rest of mankind.
But back to your question.
When we come to Jesus for forgiveness of sins, Jesus
asks us to become like Him in our character. And I’ve
seen Jesus transform the vilest of men and women.
But we’re still human and we fail. The question is,
what will you do with Jesus? Don’t reject Jesus just
because some of His followers are hypocrites. That
doesn’t make sense!”

4.

I’m not a Christian. Why do you say that Jesus is the
only way to God?
Response: “Thank you for being so honest. Nearly
every religion, philosophy, or viewpoint admits that
Jesus was a great moral teacher. But there’s a problem
with this view if that’s all the farther you take it.
C.S. Lewis, a 20th century philosopher and Christian
apologist made the following observation about the
claim that Jesus was simply a good moral teacher.
Lewis explained that Jesus openly and repeatedly
claimed to be the Son of God. (Not ‘a’ son of God, but
‘the’ Son of God.) Thus Jesus claimed to be equal with
God. Even His enemies and accusers recognized this.
He stated it openly, repeatedly and publicly.
Lewis points out that a man who claims to be God,
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but is not, is either: a liar, a lunatic, or a devil. Because
of who Jesus claimed to be, He doesn’t leave the
option of ‘good moral teacher’ open to us unless we
believe His claim to be the Son of God.
Whether Jesus was the Son of God isn’t merely an
issue of His claims, however. Jesus came as the longawaited Messiah and in doing so, He fulfilled over 300
Old Testament prophecies that foretold His coming.
Many of these prophecies were of such a nature that
no human could fulfill like how and where He would
be born.
But if Jesus is the Son of God, then surely we should
pay attention to Him when He said, ‘I am the way and
the truth and the life. No one comes to the Father
(God) but through Me.’ (John 14:6) We should listen
to Him and pay heed when He says, ‘For God so
loved the world that He gave His one and only Son
that whoever believes in Him will not perish but have
everlasting life.’ (John 3:16)
Those are Jesus’ claims. What we do with Him is a
choice we all have to make. We either choose to
accept Him or reject Him; there is no other alternative.
But in accepting Him, He forgives our sins, reconciles
us with God, and offers us hope and peace that only
God can give.
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DISSOCIATION & SATANIC RITUAL ABUSE
DISSOCIATION
Dissociation is another defense mechanism in which the trauma was
so horrific that the brain assigns those incidents to alter-personalities or one mentally retreats to a different place so that the individual
may continue to function on some level of normalcy. Dissociation is
not a mental illness. Treatment for both repression and dissociation
often requires the expertise of a trained therapist who is proficient in
those areas.
Jasmine was raised on a farm in rural Canada. She grew up with her
mom and dad, a sister who was 16 years older, a brother 14 years
older, and a brother who was three years younger. Her older sister left
home while Jasmine was still very young, so when her older brother
became engaged, Jasmine had hopes for a healthy relationship with
an older sister in her sister-in-law-to-be.
To Jasmine’s joy, her soon-to-be sister-in-law invited her to go out
with her one evening. As they held hands, little four-year-old Jasmine
felt all warm inside. But when they arrived at their destination,
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Jasmine experienced such horrific trauma, that her mind dissociated
those events to enable her to survive them.
Jasmine explains:
It wouldn’t be until my late 20s or early 30s that I began to remember
what happened to me that night and many nights thereafter. Due
to the trauma of those events, my mind had retreated to a coping
mechanism called dissociation. Dissociation is both a blessing and a
curse. The blessing of it enabled me to live my life without feeling
traumatized all the time. The curse of dissociation I would learn about
much later in life.
Because of her dissociation, Jasmine experienced night terrors, nightmares, paralyzing fear, panic attacks, and serious health issues for
decades to come. She was plagued with unexplained physical and
emotional problems and often thought she was going crazy.
But when Jasmine was finally able to recall what had happened to
her, her story was so bizarre and horrific that we hesitated to include
it in this curriculum. Would anyone believe her story? However, after
researching the matter thoroughly, we discovered that this form of
sexual abuse is far more common than we thought. But by its very
nature it tends to be even more secretive than incest.

JASMINE TELLS HER CHILLING STORY:
One night, my sister-in-law took me on an outing. She was holding
my hand as we walked into a building. But once inside the room, she
let go of my hand and the 13 people who were gathered there took
over. I was to be my sister-in-law’s “virgin sacrifice” in a witch coven
that she wanted to join. As the rituals proceeded, the horrified look
on her face told me that she did not realize what it meant to have me
as her “entry fee” to the coven.
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They stripped me naked and laid me on a table and pronounced curses over me. They began a total and thorough
abuse of my body, soul and spirit. Satanic Ritual Abuse (SRA)
is more than just sexual, emotional or physical abuse it is also
spiritual. I felt its attack in every fiber of my being.
They abused me sexually and repeatedly in unspeakable
ways. They wore terrifying masks and poked, prodded, and
tortured me with needles and other sharp instruments. They
did this all the while speaking demonic chants over me to prevent me from remembering these events in the future. They
used terms I was familiar with from the Bible, but they used
them in a twisted, counterfeit, mocking way.
I was numb with fear. Every fiber of my being was traumatized—physically, emotionally, psychologically, and spiritually. They prevented me from crying or making any other sounds
by threatening me with torture and retribution. They starved
me and kept me from drinking, so I wouldn’t have any fluids in
my body to discharge while under their control.
I was forced to be completely subjected to them and open to
every whim of their abuse. If I didn’t obey them, they would
torture me. They showed no mercy. They threatened me and
there were other children. I was forced to watch as they committed horrible atrocities to those children.
Each ritual and covenant I went through was designed to kill,
steal, and destroy my soul. They now “owned” me, and I became subject to their abuses repeatedly over a long period
of time. In fact, they made it clear to me that I now belonged
to Satan. The more pain they inflicted in numerous ways, the
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greater the opportunity to cause me to dissociate. They drove
me to dissociation intentionally to prevent me from associating these tortures with myself. In this way, they would be free
from fear of being found out.
God is so kind to create the brain with the capacity to freeze
when faced with death-threatening torture. I am grateful that
I was able to dissociate and freeze and collapse under severe
torture – it spared my life in some ways. Sure, I have to overcome the memories and patterns of coping now – but God
also made the brain plastic so that I can learn new ways of
coping that are different from what I had to use back then.
When I reflect on how far I have come, and how much change
God has accomplished in me, I praise God with my whole
being!
Alan Redpath once said, “God will take you through if you
can stand the pull!” So, I hung onto God and let Him pull me
through when I had no strength or courage of my own to take
the next step on the journey to recovery. And God proved
faithful every time I dared to trust Him!
Jasmine’s recovery came slowly over a long period of time. She
doesn’t know how she would have made it without Jesus Christ in
her life. Today, she is experiencing a productive life as a licensed professional counselor who specializes in helping women recover from
trauma and sexual abuse. In her late 50s now, Jasmine is still single
and continues to confront alternate personalities from time to time.
If you have repressed memories and/or dissociation, these were necessary to protect you during your trauma. But because those memories were inaccessible, you have unresolved grief. Recalling those repressed memories allows you to fully grieve what happened to you.
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Grieving hurts and is messy. Grieving is not sequential, nor does it
follow a given pattern. And sometimes grieving takes considerable
time. But after you have sufficiently grieved, you can experience closure and move on with your life.
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